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In many record matching problems, the input data is either ambiguous or incom-
plete, making the record matching task difficult. However, for some domains, evidence
for record matching decisions are readily available in large quantities on the Web. These
resources may be retrieved by making queries to a search engine, making the Web a
valuable resource. On the other hand, Web resources are slow to acquire compared
to data that is already available in the input. Also, some Web resources must be ac-
quired before others. Hence, it is necessary to acquire Web resources selectively and
judiciously, while satisfying the acquisition dependencies between these resources.
This thesis has two major goals:
1. To establish that acquisition of web based resources can benefit the task perfor-
mance of record matching tasks, and
2. To propose an algorithm for selective acquisition of web based resources for
record matching tasks. It should balance acquisition costs and acquisition bene-
fits, while taking acquisition dependencies between resources into account.
This thesis has two major parts corresponding to the two goals. In the first part, I
propose methods for using information from the Web for three different record matching
problems, namely, author name disambiguation, linkage of short forms to long forms,
and web people search. Thus, I establish that acquiring web based resources can im-
prove record matching tasks.
In the second and larger part, I propose approaches for selective acquisition of web
based resources for record matching tasks, with the aim of balancing acquisition costs
vii
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and acquisition benefits. These approaches start from the more task-specific and move
towards the more general and principled. I first propose a way for adaptively combining
two methods for record matching, followed by a cost-sensitive attribute value acquisi-
tion algorithm for support vector machines. This work culminates in a framework for
performing cost-sensitive resource acquisition problems with hierarchical dependen-
cies, which is the main contribution in this thesis. This graphical framework is versatile
and can apply to a large variety of problems. In the context of this framework, I pro-
pose an effective resource acquisition algorithm for record matching problems, taking
particular characteristics of such problems into account. Finally, I proposed two benefit
functions for use in my framework, corresponding to two different evaluation measures.
viii
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In this thesis, I focus on using web based resources for solving record matching prob-
lems. This thesis has two major goals:
• To establish that acquisition of web based resources can benefit the task perfor-
mance of record matching tasks, and
• To propose an algorithm for selective acquisition of web based resources for
record matching tasks. It should balance acquisition costs and acquisition bene-
fits, while taking acquisition dependencies between resources into account.
Among the two goals, the first goal is smaller and serves to support the premise in
the second goal. The second goal is larger and is the main focus of this thesis.
I make several contributions towards these two goals. These contributions include
methods for utilizing information from the Web, as well as methods for controlling the
amount of expensive web resource acquisitions required to solve record matching prob-
lems. The main contribution of this thesis is a framework for performing cost-sensitive
resource acquisition problems with hierarchical dependencies, which is versatile and
can apply to a large variety of problems.




In many domains, data can be inherently noisy. Take for instance, a large bibliographic
database of scientific publication records such as ACM Portal or CiteSeer. References
to a particular publication may be extracted from different sources, resulting in dupli-
cate metadata records being stored in the database. Figure 1.1a shows duplicate meta-
data records returned by Google Scholar, with minor variations between these records;
ideally these records should be merged and only a single result should be returned. Ad-
ditionally, different authors can share the same name. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1b,
where bibliographic citations belonging to two different people who bear the same name
“Hui Yang” are merged into a single list, while these should be separated into two sepa-
rate lists. An entity such as author or publication venue may also be represented differ-
ently, such as “M.-Y. Kan” for “Min-Yen Kan” and “JCDL” for “Joint Conference on
Digital Libraries”. Such problems cause difficulty in searching for relevant information,
and may result in overaggregation or underaggregation of data, causing biased counts
or credit misattribution. In bibliometrics of scientific articles and publication venues,
these problems can lead to an inflated or deflated citation counts, leading to inaccurate
values for measures such as impact factor [Garfield, 1994] or h-index [Hirsch, 2005].
Such problems are not limited to bibliographic citation records but also occur in a
variety of other domains. As early as the 1940s, the matching of records and fields
across large databases has been recognized as a research issue in the analysis of census
data [Marshall, 1947] as well as medical records [Dunn, 1946]. The commercial and
government sectors spend a large amount of time and energy to improve the integrity
and quality of their expanding data records. Two examples: a high-tech equipment
manufacturer saved US$6 million per year by removing redundant customer records
used in customer mailings [Bell and Dravis, 2006]; and the U.K. Ministry of Defence
saved over US$25 million over four years by solving key problems with their inventory
and logistics [Wheatley, 2004]. Much of the record matching issues stem from reasons
such as data entry errors, errors in automated extraction systems, missing or incomplete
information, database schema differences, variations in names given to the same entity,
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(a) Searching for “computers and intractability” on Google Scholar.
(b) Publications of two different Hui Yangs mixed together in a single list on DBLP.
Figure 1.1: Record matching problems.
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and different entities sharing the same name.
Owing to simultaneous recognition of such matching problems across different dis-
ciplines, such problems have been given a large number of names. These include record
linkage, duplicate record detection, name disambiguation, data cleaning, data cleans-
ing, identity uncertainty, citation matching, merge-purge, reference reconciliation, en-
tity resolution, object matching, approximate text join and authority control. In all these
problems, depending on the application, the notion of “matching” may apply to either
whole records or only to particular fields such as person names. In this thesis, I shall
refer to both of these problems simply as record matching. They come in two main
flavours:
• Record linkage. The input is two list of records, A and B. The aim is to de-
termine, for each pair of records (a, b) ∈ A × B, whether records a and b are a
match.
• Clustering. The input is a list of records, L. The aim is to determine, for each
pair of records (a, b) ∈ L× L, whether records a and b are a match.
As we can see, a large number of other problems can be cast into record matching
problems. This thesis examines two problems in particular:
• Linkage of short forms to long forms. Given a list of short forms (e.g., WWW)
and a list of long forms (e.g., World Wide Web), which short forms correspond to
which long forms? This can be seen as a record linkage problem.
• Author name disambiguation. Given an ambiguous author name and a list of
bibliographic citations containing the ambiguous name, which citations refer to
the same author? This is illustrated in Figure 1.1b and can be seen as a clustering
problem.
However, for a number of datasets, record matching can be difficult because the
dataset itself lacks the required context, giving insufficient information to perform the
matching [Lee et al., 2004; Mani and Sundaram, 2007]. As an example, from the in-
formation in Figure 1.1b alone, it may be easy to tell that records #13 and #14 refer
4
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to the same Hui Yang, but it is anything but obvious that record #26 also refer to the
same person. This is because this Hui Yang obtained her Masters degree at the National
University of Singapore while working on question answering and retrieval, and subse-
quently became a Ph.D. student at Carnegie Mellon University and changed her topic
to near duplicate detection. Unfortunately, this fact is never reflected in the input data,
unless it is supplied to the record matching algorithm as a piece of external information.
In many problem settings, it is common to use external resources as part of the so-
lution. External resources are auxiliary information that is not part of the input data.
These include ontologies from which relationships between objects can be extracted,
and corpora from which statistical information can be obtained. Often, external re-
sources often contain knowledge that is not found in the input data, or knowledge that
may be difficult to extract from the input data. In natural language processing, the
famous WordNet lexical resource [Fellbaum, 1998] is employed in a variety of tasks
such as word similarity (e.g., [Pedersen et al., 2004]) and word sense disambiguation
(e.g., [Li et al., 1995]). In performing record linkage of two lists of records, auxiliary
information that are external to the input lists can be used to aid the linkage process
(e.g., [Winkler, 2006]).
In this thesis, I focus on acquiring information from a particular kind of external
resource: the Web.
1.2.1 Web Resources for Record Matching and the Acquisition Bot-
tleneck
In these few decades, the Web has grown explosively. People and organizations have
been putting up a lot of information on all kinds of topics on the Web. Therefore,
different parts of the web have become different knowledge resources, serving a very
large variety of information needs. To aid users to find information on the Web, search
engines were invented. Search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and Bing crawl all over
the Web and index the web pages they found. Hence, a search engine has become an




The enormous size of the Web results in huge indices for search engines. In 2005,
Gulli and Signorini have estimated that the number of publicly indexable web pages
is more than 11.5 billion [Gulli and Signorini, 2005]. In 2006, de Kunder estimated
the number of distinct web pages indexed by the Google, Yahoo!, Bing, and Ask.com
search engines to be at least 14 billion [de Kunder, 2006]. As of 2010 April 7, de
Kunder’s WorldWideWebSize.com website gave the number to be at least 20.51 billion.
Given the size of the Web, not only search results make useful information resources,
the hit counts from search queries also turns out to be extremely useful for compiling
statistics that approximates trends and other human usage of terms. In other words, the
Web, either accessed through a search engine or otherwise, can be seen as a very large
corpus or data repository waiting to be exploited.
Using the Web as an external information resource is not a new idea, and has been
employed by researchers in various fields. Question answering systems have used Web
search engines to perform subtasks such as query expansion (e.g., [Sun et al., 2006]),
or mine targeted subsets of the Web such as Wikipedia to find answers to questions
(e.g., [Buscaldi and Rosso, 2006]). Linguistic studies sometimes treat the Web as a huge
text corpus, using search engines to query and retrieve documents, because researchers
may find standard corpora such as the British National Corpus inadequate for their
needs (e.g., [Fazly et al., 2005]). There are even proposals for building large sized non-
English offline corpora through a search engine such as Google (e.g., [Sharoff, 2006]).
These works have demonstrated that acquiring additional information through a search
engine resulted in increased task performance effectiveness.
To illustrate the application of web resources for record matching problems, con-
sider again the case of disambiguating publication records of Hui Yang as shown in
Figure 1.1b. Despite her change of affiliation, resulting in a change in her collaborators
and research topics, all her past and present publications are listed in her publication
web page hosted at Carnegie Mellon University. Her publication page indicates that
she authored all of publications #13, #14, and #26 in the DBLP records. This example
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illustrates that information that are external to the input lists can help the linkage pro-
cess, in this case, the external information came from web resources. Similar to Hui
Yang, many other individual researchers or research organizations have put up their
publication lists on the Web as well. Therefore, a possible solution for disambiguating
the publication records of an ambiguous author name might be to search for the publi-
cation web pages of the various individuals having ambiguous names, and then match
the publication titles of the bibliographic records against those in the web pages.
There are many ways to obtain features for record matching from the Web. One can
call a search engine and examine its returned snippets, or to crawl and download web
pages. However, obtaining search engine results and downloading web page are time
consuming processes. Usually the web pages provide more comprehensive features, but
downloading them take a lot more time relative to merely querying the search engine.
Therefore, a solution that downloads a large number of web pages may give very good
performance but is highly impractical. Suppose we are matching two named entities.
What kinds of web resources do we acquire? If we query a search engine for one named
entity and obtain its results, is it sufficient for the matching task, or do we need to
acquire more information? If so, do we download the web pages at the URLs of these
results, or do we query the search engine for the other named entity? Furthermore,
certain search engines perform rate limiting and restrict the number of queries one may
make daily. For example, Yahoo! Search has a daily quota of 5,000 queries. However,
for record matching problems, even for two small lists of 100 items each can generate
10,000 pairwise queries, which requires two days. While web resources are useful for
record matching tasks, it also poses an acquisition bottleneck. As such, it is necessary
to acquire web resources in a selective manner.
A way to limit the cost of resource acquisitions is by blocking, which filters out obvi-
ous mismatched record pairs before performing matching on the remainder (e.g., [Win-
kler, 2006]). Successful applications of blocking achieve a reasonable task performance
with a greatly reduced number of pairwise matchings [Goiser and Christen, 2006],
which can reduce resource acquisitions significantly. However, blocking techniques are
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often ad-hoc and domain-specific, and can be difficult to define properly; poor blocking
decisions can degrade performance [Goiser and Christen, 2006].
In order for record matching solutions involving web based resources to be scale up
to large inputs, selective acquisition of resources must be performed. In other words,
the benefits of resource acquisitions must be balanced against the costs of acquiring
them. Therefore, in this thesis, in addition to demonstrating the usefulness of web
based resources, I also examine the problem of acquiring only a subset of resources for
achieving a balance between costs and benefits.
When we consider cost-sensitive selective acquisition of web based resources, we
need to take into account the acquisition dependencies between different resources. For
example, it is possible to query a search engine, and then download the web pages at the
URLs given in the search engine results. Obviously, if we consider the search engine
results as a resource and the corresponding web pages as another resource, then the
former must be acquired before the latter can be acquired. Such dependencies can be
captured in a resource dependency graph which I describe in Chapter 6.
1.3 Contributions
In this thesis, I make two main contributions, corresponding to the two goals in this
thesis.
• Using web resources for record matching. I demonstrate that acquiring web
based resources can improve record matching tasks. This is done by means of
concrete examples on three different problems, namely, author name disambigua-
tion, linkage of short forms to long forms, and web people search. For author
name disambiguation, I show that a new measure of my contribution, inverse
host frequency, when used alone is effective in solving the mixed citation prob-
lem, and it can be combined together with a coauthor linkage method to achieve
an even better disambiguation performance. For linkage of short forms to long
forms, I evaluate a number of methods and show that a count-based method is the
8
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most effective for this linkage problem. For web people search, I present a brief
summary of our PSNUS system that participated in the Web People Search Task
in SemEval 2007.
• A framework for hierarchical cost-sensitive web resource acquisition. For
the main contribution of this thesis, I present a general framework for performing
cost-sensitive resource acquisition problems with hierarchical dependences. This
framework takes in as input a resource dependency graph, an acquisition cost
function (for determining the cost of making particular resource acquisitions),
and a benefit function (for determining the benefit value of making particular re-
source acquisitions), and selects resources to acquire to maximize the benefit of
acquisitions while minimizing the acquisition costs. This framework abstracts
away from any specific problem instance, and can be applied to many problems
involving selective resource acquisitions. For record matching problems, I note
that their resource dependency graphs have unique characteristics which poses
particular challenges for constructing an algorithm for making resource acquisi-
tions. In this regard, I propose a resource acquisition algorithm that overcomes
these challenges in record matching problems. To complete a resource acquisition
algorithm for record matching problems, I need to have a benefit function. While
an acquisition cost function can be easily obtained or engineered, coming up with
a benefit function can be a challenge. Here, I propose two benefit functions, for
two different evaluation measures for the test instances: total misclassification
cost, and F1 measure.
In addition, there are other contributions in this thesis.
• A framework for adaptively combining two methods for record matching.
I present an adaptive combination framework for combining two methods, such
that the combined method has the better aspect of each method. I apply my
adaptive combination framework to the problem of linking short forms to long
forms, combining the count-based method with a query probing method to re-
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duce the number of search engine queries required while maintaining linkage
performance.
• Cost-sensitive attribute value acquisition for support vector machines. In this
work, I consider supervised classification of test instances which contain missing
attribute values which may individually be acquired at some cost, where the clas-
sifier is the support vector machine. Therefore, the aim is to achieve balance
between acquisition costs and misclassification costs. One important feature of
my proposed acquisition algorithm is that it can be applied to any kernel. Another
feature is that it can compute the expected classification certainty and misclassifi-
cation cost of a test instance, before and after acquiring an arbitrarily given subset
of missing attribute values. The latter key feature enables me to construct benefit
functions for the hierarchical resource acquisition framework, by breaking down
the problem of finding the benefit of acquiring vertices into the related problem of
finding the benefit of acquiring missing attribute values in classification problems.
Portions of the work done in this thesis appeared in the following publications: [Tan
et al., 2006], [Elmacioglu et al., 2007b], [Kan and Tan, 2008], [Tan et al., 2008], and
[Tan and Kan, 2010]. The work done in some of these papers have been expanded in
this thesis.
1.4 Organization
Figure 1.2 shows an overview roadmap that gives the organization of the work done in
this thesis. The bold items together with the dashed arrows indicates the progression of
my work in selective resource acquisition, as I develop algorithms or methods from the
more specific to the more general, cumulating in the hierarchical cost-sensitive resource
acquisition framework for record matching problems (shaded), which is the main con-
tribution of this thesis. Each solid arrow from one part to another part indicate that
elements of the former part has been applied in the latter part.











for Record Matching 
Using Web based Resources 
for Record Matching 
Figure 1.2: Overview roadmap of this thesis.
smaller part consists of Chapter 3, which fulfils the first goal of establishing that ac-
quisition of web based resources can benefit the task performance of record matching
tasks. The second and larger part consists of Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, which fulfils the
second and main goal of proposing algorithms for selective acquisition of web based
resources for record matching tasks.
In more detail, the remainder of this thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, I give an overview of the related work in record matching. I divide
the related work into those not using web based resources and those using web based
resources, where the latter group is more pertinent to my work in this thesis.
In Chapter 3, I describe my contributions towards using web based resources for
record matching applications in three problems: author name disambiguation, linkage
of short forms to long forms, and web people search.
In Chapter 4, I present my framework for adaptively combining two methods for




In Chapter 5, I present a cost-sensitive attribute value acquisition algorithm for sup-
port vector machines, driven by the expected decrease in misclassification cost for ac-
quiring attribute values.
In Chapter 6, I present my framework for hierarchical cost-sensitive web resource
acquisition, applicable for many kinds of problems involving selective resource acqui-
sitions. Within this framework, I propose an acquisition algorithm for record matching
problems that overcomes the unique challenges posed by their resource dependency
graphs.
In Chapter 7, I construct two benefit functions for record matching problems, for
two different evaluation measures, thereby giving a complete description of a resource
acquisition algorithm for such problems.
In Chapter 8, I conclude my thesis. I highlight the contributions in this thesis, and





Record matching is a widely studied problem and is recognized as a research issue as
early as the 1940s, due to the analysis of census data [Marshall, 1947] and medical
records [Dunn, 1946]. The field of record linkage is often said to be first modernized
by Newcombe et al. [Newcombe et al., 1959]. Later, Fellegi and Sunter [Fellegi and
Sunter, 1969] proposed a mathematical model consisting of the decision regions of
non-match, possible match, and definite match, with the possible match region further
investigated by clerical review. This model is still a basis for much of the record linkage
work today.
There are probably thousands of publications dealing with record matching prob-
lems, and several papers have surveyed approaches to record matching and its variant
problems (e.g., [Gu et al., 2003], [Winkler, 2006], [Elmagarmid et al., 2007], [Kan and
Tan, 2008], and [Smalheiser and Torvik, 2009]). In this chapter, I briefly review the
related work in record matching by surveying a representative sample of these works.
For the purpose of my thesis, I have divided the related work into those that acquire
information from the Web and those that do not. In this chapter, I first survey non Web-
based algorithms in Section 2.2, followed Web-based algorithms in Section 2.3. While
the non Web-based work serve as a good overview to record matching algorithms, the
Web-based work are much more pertinent to my thesis.
Here, methods that use external resources such as ontologies and databases are con-
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sidered to be non Web-based if they reside on the same machine where computations
are taking place, while those that access resources that are located remotely are consid-
ered Web-based. In particular, hidden web databases [Kautz et al., 1997] residing on
remote machines are considered Web-based. This distinction is because there is a cost
for acquiring remote resources, while resources that are available locally are already
acquired (or have their acquisition cost already paid up).
2.2 Non Web-based Record Matching Algorithms
I first survey non Web-based record matching algorithms. Non Web-based algorithms
have been studied for much longer than Web-based algorithms, and can be described at
multiple levels. On one level, we can simply consider how similar two strings are. At
another level, we can consider the different types of record fields and how to combine
the various field similarity metrics into a single unified metric between two records. At
the highest level, we can consider the matching of a whole set of records, taking into
consideration the interactions between record fields across different records.
2.2.1 Uninformed String Matching
In its most basic form, record matching can be simplified as string matching, which
decides whether a pair of observed strings refer to the same underlying item. In such
cases, we use pairwise similarity between the strings to calculate whether they are coref-
erential. String similarity measures can be classified as either sequence- or set-based,
depending on whether ordering information is used or not.
Sequence-based similarity can be generally cast as edit distances [Levenshtein,
1966] and their generalizations, such as normalized edit distance [Marzal and Vidal,
1993], Smith-Waterman distance [Smith and Waterman, 1981], and Needleman-Wunsch
distance [Needleman and Wunsch, 1970]. Typically, the transformation cost is mea-
sured by summing the cost of simple incremental operations such as insertion, deletion
and substitution.
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Set-based similarity considers the two strings as independent sets (or multisets) of
tokens S and T , using a bag-of-words model. There are a number of similarity mea-
sures that make use of the intersections and unions of S and T . These include matching
coefficient (|S ∩ T |), Jaccard coefficient ( |S∩T ||S∪T | ), Dice coefficient ( 2|S∩T ||S|+|T | ), and over-
lap coefficient ( |S∩T |
min(|S|,|T |) ) [Manning et al., 2008]. Alternatively, asymmetric measures
such as degree of similarity ( |S∩T ||S| ) [Low et al., 2001] may be more appropriate when
one string is more important to match than the other. Finally, one can borrow from
information retrieval and construct TF or TF-IDF vectors out of S and T , and then
compute the cosine of the angle between these vectors [Manning et al., 2008].
Hybrids of both set- and sequence-based measures are often used. For example,
when the string is a series of words, a sequence-based measure may employed for indi-
vidual tokens, but the string as a whole may be modeled as a set of tokens [Low et al.,
2001; Cohen et al., 2003].
2.2.2 Informed Similarity and Record Matching
Database records themselves contain a wide variety of data. For example, bibliographic
metadata records contain personal names, URLs, controlled subject headers, publica-
tion names, and years. Each of these fields may have their own notions for what is con-
sidered acceptable variation (“Liz” = “Elizabeth”; “Comm. of the ACM” = “CACM”;
1996 6= 1997). Knowing what type of data exists in a field can inform us of what
constitutes similarity and duplication. As such, string similarity measures are usually
weighted differently per field.
Certain data types have been studied in depth. In fact, the need to consolidate
records of names and addresses pioneered research to find reliable rules and weights
for record matching. In set-based similarity, tokens may be weighted with respect to
their (log) frequency, as is done in information retrieval models. In sequence-based edit
operations, a spectrum of weighting schemes have been used to capture regularities in
the data, basically by varying the edit cost based on the position and input. For exam-
ple, in genomic data, sequences often match even when a whole substring is inserted
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or deleted; the same is true when matching abbreviations to their full forms. In census
data, person names are typically short and their initial letters rarely incorrect, making
the Jaro [Jaro, 1989] and Jaro-Winkler [Winkler and Thibaudeau, 1991] measures suit-
able for matching person names. Person name matching is a widely studied topic (see
e.g., [Cohen et al., 2003], [Snae, 2007]).
Such models need to set parameters such as the cost for each type of edit opera-
tion in a principled way. Fortunately, data-driven methods have emerged to learn op-
timal weights from training data (e.g., [Winkler and Thibaudeau, 1991], [Bilenko and
Mooney, 2003]).
2.2.3 Iterative and Graphical Formalisms for Record Matching
Record matching can be performed iteratively. For example, the Fellegi-Sunter model
provides a possible match region. We can selectively choose some of the record pairs
in this region for clerical review and obtain their true match/mismatch classifications.
These classifications can then be used to rebuild the record matching model, and the
process repeated in an active learning fashion until convergence [Larsen and Rubin,
2001]. Alternatively, by making use of relationships between record fields, the act of
consolidating the data after an iteration can cascade and provide evidence for match-
ing on other fields in later iterations. This incremental approach can resolve duplicates
when true matching records do not exceed a global similarity threshold before individ-
ual fields in the records are merged [Bhattacharya and Getoor, 2004].
In recent years, graphical formalisms are becoming popular for record matching.
Typically, fields or whole records are viewed as nodes in a graph with edges connecting
similar nodes, with similarity values assigned to edges, allowing global information to
be incorporated in the disambiguation process. Graphical formalisms often lead to the
latter type of iterative record matching. For example, dependency graphs [Dong et al.,
2005] or conditional random fields [Wellner et al., 2004] nicely model incremental
record matching, enabling the propagation of contextual similarity.
A common manifestation of graphical formalisms in disambiguation tasks is in the
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form of social networks, such as collaboration networks. Social network analysis meth-
ods such as centrality and betweeness can be applied. For example, one may identify
cliques of high weights or quasi-cliques as matching nodes [Feitelson, 2004; Pei et al.,
2005]. In author disambiguation, we may be able to attribute two papers to the same
“Hui Yang” when the co-author lists do not have common names, but share names with
a third paper – the two nodes are connected by a path through a third node [Reuther,
2006]. Another work uses network cuts and random walks in the collaboration network
of actors to disambiguate names in the Internet Movie Database [Malin et al., 2005]. A
similar idea of using connection strengths between nodes, but exploited in a different
way, is explored in [Kalashnikov and Mehrotra, 2006]. In the ArnetMiner system [Tang
et al., 2008], which aims to extract and mine academic social networks, various modes
of connections such as coauthors, publication venues, and citations were used to disam-
biguate names in publication metadata extracted from different sources.
Graphical formalisms in the guise of generative probabilistic models have also been
suggested. In the author disambiguation problem, we can view authors are members of
collaborative groups. This model first picks out collaborative groups and then assigns
authors within these groups to generate references. We can then run this model in the
opposite direction to infer which collaborative group (thus which disambiguated author)
is responsible for a particular work [Bhattacharya and Getoor, 2006]. Such graphical
models have outperformed methods using pairwise comparisons in accuracy but have
yet to demonstrate efficiency on large datasets.
2.2.4 Reducing Complexity by Blocking
Record matching tasks are often performed using pairwise comparisons, which can be
an computationally expensive task. However, when the number of records, n, is large,
having to perform O(n2) pairwise comparisons simply takes too much time, For exam-
ple, as of 2005, the number of independent articles and monographs in computer science
research alone is estimated to exceeded 2.2 million [Petricek et al., 2005]. If each pair-
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require a few decades to complete. Therefore, the number of computationally expen-
sive pairwise comparisons must be cut down. Observations show that the ratio of true
record matches to non-matches is very low. Also, many pairs of records are obviously
non-matches, e.g., two person names “J. Brown” and “D. Lee” are very unlikely to refer
to the same individual. Therefore, if we create a block for each encountered token in
the input names, and insert each name into the blocks corresponding to its tokens. Since
“J. Brown” and “D. Lee” share no common tokens, no blocks will contain both names.
Such a blocking algorithm is computationally cheap, and the more computationally ex-
pensive similarity measures can then be confined to run only for records within each
block (see e.g., [Winkler, 2006]). Successful applications of blocking can reduce the
number of required matchings required by a few orders of magnitude while filtering out
only a very small proportion of the true matches [Goiser and Christen, 2006].
More generally, blocking is performed by first defining a blocking key [Gu et al.,
2003] for each record, which is typically a string. This key can be the value of a field as
it is, or the values of multiple fields (or even the entire record) concatenated together.
The value can also be preprocessed, such as by applying the Soundex transformation to
names, or selecting the first two letters of a postcode. Where the type of the values of
known, the transformation can involve rules such as normalizing person names to first
character of initial name and the full last name [On et al., 2005]. Then, a variety of
blocking techniques can be applied. The traditional blocking technique simply places
records with identical blocking key values into the same block [Fellegi and Sunter,
1969]. However, matching records with slight variations in blocking key values will be
placed into different blocks and be missed in the subsequent comparison. Thus, alter-
natives for overcoming this limitation has been proposed. One simple alternative places
records whose blocking key values contain a common token or n-gram into a block [On
et al., 2005]. More sophisticated techniques employing the common n-gram idea uses
suffix arrays [Aizawa and Oyama, 2005; de Vries et al., 2009]. Blocking key values
can also be sorted, and any two sorted values falling within a window of size w be
placed into the same block [Herna´ndez, 1996]. Blocking can also be performed by ap-
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plying a computationally cheap similarity metric such as TF-IDF cosine similarity and
then applying a threshold. A more elaborate scheme using this idea is seen in canopy
clustering [McCallum et al., 2000]. Finally, blocking key values can be mapped into
(high-dimensional) Euclidean spaces. The dimensions becomes blocks, or distances
between data points can be used for blocking [Jin et al., 2003; Li et al., 2006].
Almost all blocking algorithms have parameters, and badly set parameters can pre-
vent a significant portion of true matches from being compared by the more expensive
but accurate similarity metric [Winkler, 2005; Gu and Baxter, 2004; Goiser and Chris-
ten, 2006]. However, for the same blocking algorithm, the optimal parameters for dif-
ferent datasets can be quite different. Therefore, researchers have proposed methods to
make blocking algorithms adaptive or learnable [Gu and Baxter, 2004; Bilenko et al.,
2006; Michelson and Knoblock, 2006; Yan et al., 2007]. There has been proposals for
making blocking algorithms parameter-free, but research in these are still pretty much
in progress [Goiser and Christen, 2006; Christen, 2007].
Blocking algorithms can also be done in multiple passes, each using a different
blocking key, thereby creating a hierarchical system of blocks that starts from the cheap-
est metric and ends at one expensive metric (usually string comparators) [Broadbent and
Iwig, 1999; Winkler, 2005]. Unfortunately, the selection of the blocking criteria and the
order of its application has been an art rather than a science, largely guided by intuition
based on past experience as well as the knowledge of the characteristics of the data
itself.
2.2.5 Adaptive Methods
As we have seen, record matching algorithms often come with parameters that needs
to be tuned. The word adaptive has been applied to a wide range of algorithms that
automatically fit itself to its environmental conditions, typically by automated tuning of
(possibly internal) parameters based on its input data. This technique has been largely
adopted in data integration research to improve query processing in recent years (e.g.,
[Ng et al., 1999; Zhu and Wu, 2004]). Adaptive methods have also been proposed for
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blocking (e.g., [Gu and Baxter, 2004; Bilenko et al., 2006; Yan et al., 2007]) as well
as record matching itself (e.g., [Bilenko and Mooney, 2003]). Often the aim of the
adaptive methods is to improve performance or to reduce running time, or a trade-off
between both. Adaptive methods can also be iterative in nature, since decisions made in
one iteration can be used to adaptively influence the decisions made in the next iteration
(e.g., [Bhattacharya and Getoor, 2004; Dong et al., 2005]).
Many of the proposed adaptive methods can be seen as adaptively combining two
or more methods or data sources such that the better aspect of each is achieved. For
example, blocking may be seen as a fast method to filter out obvious mismatches, so that
the more expensive linkage algorithm needs to perform comparisons on a significantly
reduced portion of the data. Another example is to adaptively decide when to search and
when to crawl in text-centric tasks involving a hidden web database so that execution
time is minimized for a required recall level [Ipeirotis et al., 2006].
2.3 Web-based Record Matching Algorithms
There are many real-life problems in which the given information is either insufficient
or incomplete. Therefore, an increasing number of solutions elect to acquire additional
information from external resources, such as by querying the web through a search
engine, to achieve a better solution quality. Utilizing Web information through a search
engine effectively treating the Web as a hidden web database [Kautz et al., 1997], in
the sense that the only way to retrieve documents from the database is through a query
interface. Examples of record matching work that utilizes a search engine include the
creation of an ontology where entities are matched to concepts [Cimiano et al., 2005],
measuring semantic similarity between words [Bollegala et al., 2007], social network
extraction (finding relationships between people) [Matsuo et al., 2006], word sense
disambiguation (matching words to senses) [Mihalcea and Moldovan, 1999], machine
transliteration (matching terms to candidate transliterations) [Oh and Isahara, 2008],
record linkage [Elmacioglu et al., 2007a], disambiguation of person names [Bollegala
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et al., 2006b; Bollegala et al., 2006a], and web people search (differentiating people of
the same name in search engine results) [Kalashnikov et al., 2008]. All of these works
demonstrated that acquiring additional information through a search engine resulted in
increased matching effectiveness.
In this section, I first discuss the form of search engines, then discuss in detail
how search engine results are utilized for record matching tasks. Then, I explain the
acquisition bottleneck caused by the potentially large number of queries one can make
when the input contains a large number of records.
2.3.1 Form of Search Engine Queries
I first study the form of search engine queries made by Web-based algorithms by dis-
cussing a few representative works in more detail. These works deal with different
problems and scenarios in fields such as information retrieval and natural language pro-
cessing. In [Cimiano et al., 2005], an ontology building system is created to match the
entities (e.g., people, organizations, and locations) extracted from an input document D
to a list of concepts. For an entity e ∈ D and a concept c, the system submits queries
formed by e concatenated with patterns associated with c to a search engine. From the
retrieved snippets, if the similarity of a snippet and D exceeds a threshold then concept
c gets a vote. Thus, e will be associated with the concept with the highest number of
votes. In [Bollegala et al., 2007], the semantic similarity between two words a and b is
measured by first obtaining hit counts from the three queries a, b, and a∧b. Using these
hit counts, web versions of Jaccard, overlap, Dice, and pointwise mutual information
metrics can be computed. The values of these metrics then become attribute values in
a test instance which is classified using a support vector machine classifier. [Oh and
Isahara, 2008] described a machine transliteration system in which the transliteration
candidates of a word a are generated to be b1, . . . , bn. For each candidate bi, the queries
a, bi, and a ∧ bi are made, and then the system counts the frequency of occurrence of bi
as well as a and bi in the resultant web pages for each type of query. Normalized fre-
quencies then become attribute values in a test instance, and a trained classifier is used
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to select the best transliteration candidate bi. In [Elmacioglu et al., 2007a], a framework
for finding matching entities in an input list is given. The authors first find a representa-
tive token tc from the input data, and then query the search engine with the query e∧ tc
for each entity in the list.
Through these works, a clear pattern can be seen. To perform record matching for
input lists, queries of the form a, b, and a∧ b are issued to the search engine for some or
all record pairs a and b in the input. Optionally, these queries can be further augmented
with additional terms or tokens t, thus we may query with a ∧ t instead of query with
just a. Then similarity metrics or other information such as frequency counts may be
extracted from the search engine results, which may be used standalone or combined to
form test instances for a classifier such as a support vector machine.
2.3.2 Using Web Information for Record Matching
Next, I go into more detail how web information obtained from search engine results
can be used for record matching tasks. Recall that for a search engine query, the search
engine returns the total number of results matching the query (also known as hit count),
and for each result, the title of the web page and a keyword-in-context short snippet, as
well as its URL.
Let us denote the hit count of a query q by hitcount(q). If the search engine returns
reliable hit counts, then we can view hitcount(q) ≈ |D(q)|, where D(q) is the set of
Web documents indexed by the search engine containing the query string q. Also, we
have hitcount(a∧ b) = |D(a)∩D(b)| and hitcount(a∨ b) = |D(a)∪D(b)|, but as the
latter can also be computed using hitcount(a ∨ b) = hitcount(a) + hitcount(b) −
hitcount(a ∧ b), therefore we focus on conjunctive queries and ignore disjunctive
queries. Given the relationship between hitcount(q) and the set D(q), we can use hit
counts to compute set-based similarity measures, such as Dice and Jaccard similarity.
Using hit counts to compute pairwise similarity measures is seen in a number of works
(e.g., [Bollegala et al., 2007], [Elmacioglu et al., 2007a]).
Next, we consider the keyword-in-context snippets. The web page title is often
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treated as part of the snippet, but it can also be treated separately. A simple way is
to consider all the tokens in the snippet as a multiset and compute set-based similarity
between two such multisets [Elmacioglu et al., 2007a]. In this case, TF-IDF cosine
similarity is popular. Alternatively, for the snippets of a, one can count the number of
snippets that b occurs in, either anywhere in the snippet or occuring within a window
containing a [Oh and Isahara, 2008]. One can also apply more advanced information
extraction techniques on the returned snippets. For example, [Cimiano et al., 2005]
used Hearst patterns [Hearst, 1992] such as “New York and other cities” and “hotels
such as the Ritz” to extract the possible concepts for an entity, such as New York is
a city and the Ritz is a hotel. Instead of the snippets, similar processing can also be
done on web pages at the URLs of the search engine results. However, downloading
the web pages incur additional costs. While web pages contain the complete material,
snippets only contain a small amount of text, typically partial sentences with possibly
the search phrase crossing sentence boundaries. This characteristic of snippets poses
both challenges and benefits. A major challenge of using snippets is that the very limited
textual information limits the usefulness of counts such as text frequencies, turning TF-
IDF essentially into IDF. However, a major benefit of the snippets is that it already
performs the necessary extraction of the context. This is unlike web pages, which may
contain much other content that is irrelevant to the query.
Finally, we discuss how the URLs returned by a search engine can be utilized. As
the URLs or their hostnames in a search engine result can again be seen as a set, we
can compute similarity measures such as overlap coefficient or Jaccard coefficient be-
tween the URLs or their hostnames of two queries [Elmacioglu et al., 2007a; Aumu¨ller,
2009]. For solving the problem of affiliation string matching, Aumu¨ller [Aumu¨ller and
Rahm, 2009; Aumu¨ller, 2009] proposed a URL overlap similarity measure. For two
queries a and b, retrieve their top-k search engine results, denoted by search(a, k) and
search(b, k) respectively. Then the URL overlap similarity measure is defined as:
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where ω is the number of overlapping URLs between search(a, k) and search(b, k), α
and β are weighting factors (e.g., 2 and 1 respectively), and δ is the difference between
the rank of the first URL in search(a, k) contained in search(b, k) and the rank of the
first URL in search(b, k) contained in search(a, k). The components of a URL can
also be exploited. For example, the URL http://wing.comp.nus.edu.sg/∼tanyeefa/
downloads/searchenginewrapper/ has the hostname wing.comp.nus.edu.sg, plus
other components ˜tanyeefa, downloads, and searchenginewrapper, which encode
a path from the root directory / to the leaf directory /˜tanyeefa/downloads/searchenginewrapper/.
Nasraoui and Krishnapuram [Nasraoui and Krishnapuram, 2002] proposed that the
overlap between two such paths can be used to compute a similarity measure between
URLs. More advanced URL processing is also possible. For example, Kan and Nguyen
[Kan and Nguyen Thi, 2005] demonstrated that web page classification can be per-
formed by using the URL alone. They extract the following features from a URL:
components of the URL, orthographic features, sequential n-grams, and precedence bi-
grams. These features were then used in a maximum entropy classifier for web page
classification.
Sometimes, the search engine results are not directly used for record matching. In-
stead, it is used to build a corpus of documents for subsequent data mining. For exam-
ple, for disambiguating author names in bibliographic citations, Pereira et al. [Pereira
et al., 2009] queried a search engines using the titles of the citations to build a corpus
of documents. Then, they try to identify single-author documents from the corpus, and
use them to cluster the input citations.
2.3.3 The Acquisition Bottleneck
All of these works demonstrated that acquiring additional information through a search
engine resulted in increased matching effectiveness. However, acquiring such web in-
formation is time consuming due to slow web accesses and rate limiting by search
engines, and can entail other access costs. Given various sources of information, such
as search engine results and Web page downloads, how do we best utilize them? Be-
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cause Web information can take a relatively long time to retrieve, we naturally desire an
effective solution that executes in a reasonable amount of time. In this thesis, I propose
a cost-sensitive framework for selecting which pieces of Web information to retrieve.
A way to limit the cost of resource acquisitions is by blocking, as mentioned earlier,
which filters out obvious mismatched record pairs before performing matching on the
remainder. However, blocking techniques are often ad-hoc and domain-specific, and
can be difficult to define properly. Poor blocking decisions can degrade performance
significantly by either filtering out too little or too much [Goiser and Christen, 2006].
Also, if we apply multi-pass blocking, it is often not obvious how the passes should be
ordered. However, if we consider each blocking algorithm as producing a value, then
we can treat these values as information resources that can be acquired. In this way, I
can propose a more principled approach for performing value acquisitions.
On the other hand, there is also a large pool of work that formulates such resource
acquisition problems into selective and cost-sensitive acquisition of missing attribute
values in a classification model (e.g., [Ling et al., 2006], [Saar-Tsechansky et al., 2009]).
While such works provide more principled acquisition algorithms, they generally as-
sume that each attribute value in each instance is an independent resource. However,
this is not true in the Web resource context, e.g., the hit count (number of web pages
matching a query) for a query a can be a common attribute value for all pairwise in-
stances that compare awith another item. Also, such works ignore possible hierarchical
dependencies between resource acquisitions, e.g., acquiring the hit count of a requires
first acquiring the search engine results of a, and these search engine results can also be
used to generate other attribute values such as similarity metrics between a and some
other query.
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Chapter 3
Using Web-based Resources for Record
Matching
3.1 Introduction
Record matching algorithms can be improved by acquiring web-based resources, typ-
ically through a search engine. This is particularly so when the existing contents in
the input records contain incomplete or insufficient information. In Section 2.3, I have
presented related work that uses web-based resources. I continue with this theme in
this chapter, and present my own contributions to three applications of record matching
problems by utilizing web-based resources in my solutions.
The first goal of this thesis is to show that acquisition of web-based resources can
benefit record matching tasks. This chapter fulfills this goal by means of concrete ex-
amples. Section 3.2 describes my contributions towards the problem of author name
disambiguation, Section 3.3 describes my contributions towards the problem of linkage
of short forms to long forms, and Section 3.4 summarizes my contributions towards the
problem of web people search.
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3.2 Search Engine Driven Author Disambiguation
3.2.1 Introduction
Bibliographic digital libraries such as DBLP [Ley, 2002] and CiteSeer [Giles et al.,
1998] contain a large number of publication metadata records and make these records
searchable for academics. A common use of such repositories is to assess the impact of
individual researchers on the community. A problem occurs when different individuals
share the same name. This leads to mismatch problems in which citations to different
authors may be mixed together in a single list (e.g., W. Wang). Such problems can
hinder scientific data gathering, information retrieval and even credit attribution [Han
et al., 2005].
Previous works have focused on using knowledge encoded in the citation records
to form appropriate author clusters. For example, Lee et al. [Lee et al., 2005] consid-
ered similarity between citations and authors as well as performed blocking on coau-
thor information, and Han et al. [Han et al., 2005] used spectral clustering on various
fields of the citation record. However, the information contained in citation records are
sometimes ambiguous. For example, two citations on the same topic may use disjoint
keywords in their titles.
A key differentiating factor in my work is that I leverage resources external to the
citation data to resolve this problem. In particular, I leverage the collective information
on the web to do disambiguation, by employing a web search engine. Specifically, I
attribute a citation to a particular author, based on the pages returned by a search engine
in response to web queries. Just as importantly, my search engine based author disam-
biguation algorithm is complementary to other author disambiguation algorithms that
utilize other kinds of information. In particular, I show that it is possible to combine my
search engine based algorithm with another algorithm that uses coauthor information to
produce a hybrid algorithm that gives even better disambiguation performance.
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3.2.2 Using Inverse Host Frequency for Author Disambiguation
Algorithm
I deal with a restricted version of the author disambiguation problem. Given an author
string name X (representing a known k unique individuals) and a list of citations C
containing the name X , my system identifies which citations are attributed to which
of the k authors. This problem formulation is identical to the mixed citation problem
in [Lee et al., 2005], and can be seen as a standard k-way classification problem.
When lay people are faced with the author disambiguation task and are given unfa-
miliar publications, they may query a search engine with the publication titles and use
the results to help them distinguish between the different authors. My method tries to
approximate this process.
My algorithm is as follows: For each citation c ∈ C, I query a search engine using
the title of c as a phrase search to obtain a set of relevant URLs. Each citation c ∈
C is then represented by a feature vector, whose features are the relevant URLs and
weighted by their IHFs (explained below). Next, I compute the pairwise similarity
of two citations c1, c2 ∈ C using cosine similarity. Finally, I perform hierarchical
agglomerative clustering (HAC) on C using the similarity values to derive k clusters.
The final clusters represent the k individual authors.
IHF Weighting. URLs returned by a search engine are not equally useful, as some
may belong to aggregator services, such as DBLP and CiteSeer. To overcome this prob-
lem, I desire a weighting scheme that weighs aggregator web sites with low values and
personal and group publication web pages with high values. Akin to the Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency measure used in information retrieval, I formulate an Inverse Host
Frequency (IHF) to gauge the relative rarity of an Internet host among a suitable cor-
pus of web documents. Hosts that correspond to aggregator services will have a high
frequency among searches on publication titles, thus a low IHF.
I first form a corpus to establish IHF values. I obtain the citations belonging to
the top 100 author strings (by number of citations) in DBLP, and then query a search
engine with each citation’s title. The returned URLs are truncated to its hostname. If a
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hostname h has frequency f(h), then its inverse host frequency is computed as:
IHF(h) = log2
maxh f(h) + 1
f(h) + 1
+ 1
In my implementation I notice that using the hostname alone may have problems,
especially when the host has multiple names or is represented by an IP address (e.g.,
www.informatik.uni-trier.de, ftp.informatik.uni-trier.de and 136.199.54.185, all the
same host) with dissimilar distributions. To correct for these anomalies, I also tried
using the domain instead (e.g., uni-trier.de) and resolving all hostnames to IP addresses
before processing.
Evaluation
To evaluate my approach I use a manually-disambiguated dataset of computer science
citations with 24 ambiguous names, as used in [Lee et al., 2005]. These names repre-
sented 2 unique authors (k = 2) in all but one case where it represented 3. Each name
is attributed to 30 citations on average, and the proportion of the largest class ranges
from 50% to 97%. I used the Google search engine through its SOAP Search API, and
I attempt to retrieve 10 URLs per citation.
I measure performance using classification accuracy. Suppose the classes are la-
beled from 1 to N . Let ai and pi be the actual and predicted classes of the ith citation






where SN is the set of permutations on the classes 1 to N .
I investigated using different clustering schemes with the IHF data. I tested three
HAC schemes: single link, complete link and groupwise average. The accuracies aver-
aged over all names are summarized in Table 3.1.
From Table 3.1, I see that single link always performs as well as or better than com-
plete link and groupwise average. One of the main reasons could be that a publication
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Clustering Hostname Domain IP address
Single link 0.827 0.807 0.836
Complete link 0.726 0.798 0.734
Group average 0.805 0.811 0.812
Table 3.1: Average accuracy over all author names.
page of an author sometimes omits some of his or her publications. For example, if a
publication page contains only citations c1 and c2, and another contains only c2 and c3,
then single link is best suited for merging all of c1, c2 and c3 into the same cluster. As
highlighted, resolving all hostnames to IP addresses gives the best accuracy. I believe
that single link may perform better when authors have disparate areas of research, and
are not well represented by a centroid vector.
In 2009, Pereira et al. [Pereira et al., 2009] compared my HAC method against an-
other non Web-based state-of-the-art unsupervisedK-way spectral clustering algorithm
by Han et al. [Han et al., 2005], on a different author name disambiguation dataset.
Pereira et al. reported that my algorithm achieved a pairwise F1 measure of 0.46±0.14,
while theK-way spectral clustering algorithm achieved a pairwise F1 of 0.36±0.05. As
both algorithms are unsupervised, this comparison showed that a simple disambigua-
tion algorithm that utilizes a search engine can significantly outperform a state-of-the-
art algorithm that does not use any Web-based resources, highlighting the usefulness of
Web-based resources for the task.
Discussion and Conclusion
An investigation of per-name accuracy is shown in Figure 3.1 using the single link
HAC scheme. First, I see an apparent correlation between the accuracies and the av-
erage number of URLs returned per citation, which is shown in Figure 3.2. Those
author names with few URLs returned per citation tend to fare poorly, because those re-
sults will mostly be aggregator web pages and serves little for the disambiguation task.
Second, I do not observe any apparent relation between the accuracies and number of
citations for a given author name. I take this to mean that my algorithm will scale, even
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Figure 3.2: Per-name average number of URLs returned per citation.
when the number of citations is large, provided that there is enough evidence from the
URLs returned. As for time efficiency, the analysis of the returned URLs is very fast,
and the execution time is dominated by the search engine querying. In scholarly digital
libraries, such querying may already be done during spidering, making my approach
particularly time-efficient.
I have focused on using the URLs returned from searching the citation titles, and
obtained a respectable average accuracy of 0.836 using IP addresses with single link
HAC clustering. Next, in Section 3.2.3, I show that coauthor information is another
powerful source of information for the author disambiguation task.
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3.2.3 Using Coauthor Information for Author Disambiguation
I observe that researchers tend to form research groups that work on similar research
areas, and people from the same group is likely to coauthor a number of papers. There-
fore, coauthor information can be a strong indicator for disambiguation.
In this section, I describe how coauthor information can be used to solve the mixed
citation problem. Further, I show how coauthor information can be integrated with
search engine results as described in Section 3.2.2 to achieve improved results.
I first introduce a simple similarity measure that uses coauthor information. Next,
I introduce the coauthor linkage similarity, which is more sophisticated and surpasses
the simple coauthor similarity. Note that the first method uses only internal knowledge
while the second uses external knowledge.
Simple coauthor similarity. Given an author name ak and a set of citations C that
contain ak as an author. Note that each citation in C can have multiple authors. For
each citation c ∈ C, we can form a binary feature vector, indexed by all the author
names in C except ak. The feature value for an author name ai is 1 if c contains ai as an
author, 0 otherwise. In other words, the feature vector for a citation c contains the list
of coauthors that has coauthored with ak when writing the paper that is cited by c. The
simple coauthor similarity between two citations is then the cosine similarity between
their feature vectors.
Coauthor linkage similarity. A collection of external digital library records is used
to build a coauthor graph, which is then used to determine the similarity between two
authors. For each author name ai in the external citation records, a node vi is added to
the graph. If a citation in the metadata contains two different author names ai and aj ,
indicating that ai and aj have coauthored a paper, then the edge (vi, vj) is added to the
graph. Each edge in the graph is assigned unit cost.
When using the coauthor graph to disambiguate an author name ak, I first delete vk
and its associated edges. Given two author names ai and aj , denote the shortest path
from vi and vj byDi,j . Due to the size of the coauthor graph, I do not search for shortest
paths that are longer thanM , and instead setDi,j to beM for such cases. The similarity
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Clustering Simple coauthor Coauthor linkage
Single link 0.821 0.833
Complete link 0.808 0.844
Group average 0.804 0.828
Table 3.2: Average accuracy over all author names for using coauthor information.





Suppose we have two citations Ci and Cj having the author name ak. Let the author
names in Ci and Cj , excluding ak, be Ai and Aj respectively. The coauthor linkage





In my experiments, the entire DBLP metadata, downloadable in XML form, is used
to build the coauthor graph. Also, I set M = 5.
An evaluation is done using the same evaluation dataset and metric, as used in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. The results are shown in Table 3.2. The accuracy for the simple coauthor
similarity is pretty respectable, and points at the usefulness of using coauthor informa-
tion for the disambiguation task. However, the coauthor linkage feature has significantly
better accuracy over the simple coauthor feature. Also, the coauthor linkage feature per-
forms best when using complete link. Due to the “small world effect”, the shortest path
between any two author names in the coauthor graph is expected to be between 5 and
6. Therefore, between any two citations of different individuals sharing the same target
name, there will be many such paths between their respective coauthors even though
these coauthors may not be very related. As such, when computing cluster-to-cluster
similarity, it is best to apply complete link as it returns the similarity of the most dis-
similar citations.
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Method Accuracy
IHF only (IP Address, Single Link) 0.836
Coauthor Linkage only (Complete Link) 0.844
IHF and Coauthor Linkage (Hybrid Method) 0.850
Table 3.3: Average accuracy over all author name after combining IHF and coauthor
linkage.
3.2.4 Combining IHF with Coauthor Linkage
Recall that in Section 3.2.2, the IHF feature performs best when single link is used for
clustering. However, the coauthor linkage feature performs best when complete link is
used.
It is expected that combining the two features together will improve the accuracy
even further. However, the difference between the intermediate cluster-to-cluster simi-
larity measures preferred by the two features posed some difficulty when combining the
two features together. During experiments, it is found that combining the two feature
vectors into one does not improve the accuracy. Also, no improvement was found when
the similarity between two citations is computed as a weighted average between the
IHF similarity and the coauthor linkage similarity.
Therefore, I proposed a hybrid method for combining the two features, which makes
use of the fact that when the HAC algorithm for coauthor linkage is run, the IHF feature
prefers single link while the coauthor linkage prefers complete link. This hybrid method
changes the way the intermediate cluster-to-cluster similarity is computed. For two
clusters C1 and C2, their hybrid similarity is defined to be the average of S1 and S2,
where S1 is the IHF single link between C1 and C2, and S2 is the coauthor linkage
complete link between C1 and C2.
As shown in Table 3.3, we see that the two features combined using a hybrid method
outperforms using only either feature in isolation. In other words, information obtained
from a search engine can complement information obtained from coauthor information.
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E. Agichtein, P. G. Ipeirotis, and L. Gravano. Modeling query-based access
to text databases. In WebDB, 2003.
J. P. Callan, Z. Lu, and W. B. Croft. Searching distributed collections with
inference networks. In SIGIR, 1995.
W. W. Cohen. Learning trees and rules with set-valued features. In AAAI,
1996.
Figure 3.3: References with publication venues abbreviated.
3.2.5 Conclusion and Discussion
External resources is routinely used to solve research problems. I have demonstrated
that two kinds of external resources, search engine results and coauthor graph built from
external digital library metadata, are capable of solving the disambiguation problems in
scholarly digital libraries. However, we can also explore other sources of information,
such as the publication venues of the citations and utilizing the actual contents of the
web pages.
3.3 Web-Based Linkage of Short to Long Forms
3.3.1 Introduction
Proper nouns, technical terms, and long words are often shortened for saving space
or improving clarity, due to writing style or convenience. Figure 3.3 shows typical
examples of bibliographic references, randomly selected from [Ipeirotis et al., 2006],
where publication venues have been abbreviated (“WebDB”, “SIGIR”, and “AAAI”).
Figure 3.4 shows more examples in bibliographic publication venues, stock ticker sym-
bols, and human genome research. However, it is not obvious how short forms are
generated from long forms. For example, “MOU” includes the word “of” in its abbre-
viation, while “MIT” does not. Also, “UbiComp” is generated phonetically rather than
by selecting initial letters of words. Further, different long forms can have the same
short form, such as “ACSAC”. It should also be noted that a long form can have mul-
tiple valid short forms. For example, both “MIT” and “Mass. Inst. of Tech.” are both
short forms of the long form “Massachusetts Institute of Technology”. In this work, I
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DBLP Computer Science Conferences and Workshops
ACSAC Annual Computer Security Applications Conference
ACSAC Asia-Pacific Computer Systems Architecture Conference
KDD Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining
KDID Knowledge Discovery in Inductive Databases
UbiComp Ubiquitous Computing
WebDB International Workshop on Web and Databases
NASDAQ Composite
AAPL Apple Inc.




XRAY DENSPLY International Inc.
Human Genome Acronym List
MALDI matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization
Mb megabase
MGI Microbial Genome Initiative
MHC major histocompatibility complex
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MOU Memorandum of Understanding
Figure 3.4: Examples of abbreviations in various domains.
always use the shortest possible version of a long form as the short form, i.e., “MIT” in
the preceding example.
Short forms are a principal way in which variations are introduced to string repre-
sentations of names, contributing to data quality issues when mining the Web. To aid
knowledge discovery and uncovering implicit linkages, resolving short and long forms
plays an important role in many data applications. In this section, I study the problem
of linking short forms to long forms. I believe that resolving short forms to long forms
is harder than the other way around, because the former requires the interpolation of
missing data from abbreviations that are typically 3 to 5 letters long, while the latter
only needs to discard extraneous data. My problem statement is as follows:
Given a set of short forms SF and a set of long forms LF , for each short form
in SF , find the corresponding matching long forms in LF .
In this section, I assume that no contextual information is available when linking
short forms to long forms. For example, in Figure 3.3, we see the short forms of pub-
lication venues (“WebDB”, “SIGIR”, and “AAAI”) but not their corresponding long
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forms. Hence, algorithms that detect short forms and link them with their correspond-
ing long forms in full-text documents (e.g., [Chang et al., 2002], [Schwartz and Hearst,
2003], [Ao and Takagi, 2005], [Okazaki and Ananiadou, 2006], [Torii et al., 2006]) are
inappropriate for my problem setting as they depend on the missing contextual infor-
mation. Also, while a number of short to long form lists (e.g., acronym lists) are freely
available, they are usually incomplete and quickly outdated, as new short forms are
continually created. To remedy these problems, I explore the use of the Web as an addi-
tional knowledge source. In particular, I propose to use a search engine such as Google,
Yahoo!, or Bing to obtain additional information that facilitates linking decisions. My
major contributions are as follows:
• I propose to exploit the external knowledge from the Web to obtain the required
contextual information that is typically missing from such data. While similar
work has employed the Web for other tasks, my work is unique, in being the first
to specifically tackle the problem of short-to-long form matching and in unifying
related threads of research on this theme. I view the task as two related facets:
a) query composition, and b) search engine evidence analysis. In particular, I
propose a count-based method that is effective for linking short forms to long
forms.
• I compare my proposed method with other types of search engine evidence on
three datasets of different domains. The results show that my claims consistently
hold for all the three datasets.
I first describe related work in the general linkage area in Section 3.3.2. Next, I
describe a framework that unifies various approaches that use a search engine to perform
linkage in Section 3.3.3. I then propose a count-based method in Section 3.3.4 for
linking short forms to long forms. I show its effectiveness compared to other linkage
methods in Section 3.3.5, before concluding with a discussion in Section 3.3.6.
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3.3.2 Related Work
Most closely related to my work, [Jain et al., 2007] described an approach that com-
bined three kinds of data available in a search engine backend to extract short and long
form pairs. In contrast, my approach does not assume access to search engine inter-
nals, and deals directly with constructing long-short form pairs using only the front end
querying interface.
More generally, the linkage problem has been widely studied and is known by var-
ious names. A comprehensive survey is beyond the scope of this thesis; introductions
can be found in [Elmagarmid et al., 2007] and [Winkler, 2006]. A number of linkage
works focus on finding suitable string similarity metrics (e.g., [Bilenko et al., 2003; Co-
hen et al., 2003; Snae, 2007]). However, most linkage works assume that information
can be extracted from multiple record fields, whereas my problem has only one “record”
field readily available. Among all record linkage works, web-based approaches are most
relevant (e.g., [Cimiano et al., 2004; Cimiano et al., 2005; Oh and Isahara, 2008]). Some
works used conjunctive keyword queries – querying for sf ∧ lf to see whether a short
form sf and a long form lf are linked. As this results in quadratic time complexity, non-
conjunctive keyword approaches have also been developed. These only query from one
side – querying for sf to see whether the results have any evidence for lf . While ef-
ficient, this can lead to problems in accuracy and coverage. One key contribution of
my work is to further improve upon this by introducing bi-directional non-conjunctive
querying, resulting in higher accuracy while retaining linear complexity.
Recent work have also dealt with the finer details of using the Web for linkage
evidence. [Sahami and Heilman, 2006] and [Kwok et al., 2007] looked at effective
query expansion by using the Web. [Matsuo et al., 2006] extended this by identifying
characteristic terms that differentiate namesakes. [Elmacioglu et al., 2007a] suggested
that if two strings refer to the same entity, then each string will frequently co-occur with
some common information piece on the Web.
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Algorithm 3.1 Overall algorithm.
1: for each sf ∈ SF do
2: for each lf ∈ LF do
3: obtain information for sf and lf using search engine
4: compute scoresf (lf) using obtained information
5: rank the long forms in LF according to scoresf (lf)
3.3.3 Linking Short to Long Forms
In this work, I use the following notation. Uppercase SF and LF denote the sets of
short forms and long forms in the dataset, respectively. Lowercase sf and lf denote
specific instances from SF and LF , respectively. scoresf (lf) denotes a scoring func-
tion that ranks the long forms in LF that potentially match a particular short form sf .
The function SearchEngineTop(q, k) retrieves the top-k results from a search engine
for the query q.
My intuition is that if a short form and a long form indeed refer to the same real-
world entity, people would use them interchangeably on the Web. To link a set of short
forms SF to a set of long forms LF , I consult a search engine for external linkage
evidence, as illustrated in Algorithm 3.1. For a short form sf and a long form lf , I
can derive information from a search engine, and use it to compute a scoring function
scoresf (lf) to rank the long forms in LF for a given short form sf . How to do this
efficiently – in terms of query bandwidth – is the central focus of my work. Next, I
investigate open details, such as the form of the queries and the computation of the
scoring function.
Designing the Search Queries. As discussed, to gather linkage evidence, one can
issue conjunctive keyword queries, i.e., q = sf ∧ lf , or issue non-conjunctive keyword
queries, i.e., q = sf or q = lf , or both. If |SF | = m and |LF | = n, then con-
junctive keyword queries require O(mn) queries, which is of quadratic complexity and
infeasible given long lists. On the other hand, non-conjunctive keyword queries only
require O(m) or O(n) queries, or O(m + n) queries, which is still feasible. Hence,
I only consider non-conjunctive keyword queries in this work. Note that we can add
domain knowledge to the query to further filter results. For example, for DBLP publi-
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Human Genome Project - Wikipedia, . . .
“Genomes: 15 Years Later A Perspective by . . .
More on the sequencing of the human genome
The international Human Genome Project (HGP) . . .
More on the sequencing of the human genome . . .
Approximately 60% of the underlying sequence data . . .
Figure 3.5: Snippets (simplified) from the query “HGP”.
cation venues, we may add the keywords “workshop” and “conference” to the query to
promote web pages with publication metadata in the returned results.
Two possible modifications to this general framework should be noted. First, it is
possible to add domain knowledge to the query to further filter results. For example,
in the case of DBLP publication venues, we may add the keywords “workshop” and
“conference” to the query to attempt to promote web pages with publication metadata
to the top of the returned results. Second, previously executed queries may provide
evidence that can be applied in a transitive closure. For example, if lf is linked to sf
and lf ′ is linked to sf , then we may believe that lf is also linked to lf ′ [Dong et al.,
2005]. I do not explore these issues further, but I note that these modifications do not
change the number of queries needed.
Search Engine Evidence. A search engine typically returns a page of results (usu-
ally 10), and each result contains its rank, title, Keyword-In-Context (KWIC) snippet,
and URL. The total number of results is also reported. We can choose how to pro-
cess these information to determine linkage evidence, and specify follow-up actions as
needed, e.g., download the web pages in the results. We can make repeated calls to the
search engine to obtain multiple pages of results. The main focus here is on processing
the search engine evidence, i.e., defining the scoring function via information obtained
from a search engine.
3.3.4 Count-based Linkage Methods
I propose methods for linking short forms to long forms by counting the terms in
the returned results. These methods use the SearchEngineTop(q, k) function, which
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Algorithm 3.2 Computing count(sf → lf) by obtaining top-k search engine results
for each short form.
1: for each sf ∈ SF do
2: D = SearchEngineTop(sf, k)
3: for each lf ∈ LF do
4: count(sf → lf) = number of results in D containing lf
queries a search engine with q and retrieves top-k results. I define the following scoring
functions:
• count(sf → lf) is the number of results (snippets or web pages) of the short form
sf containing the long form lf . For a simplified illustration, suppose sf is “HGP”
and lf is “Human Genome Project”. We query a search engine with “HGP”
and suppose we consider only the top-3 results, whose snippets are as shown in
Figure 3.5. As two of these snippets contain “Human Genome Project”, we have
count(sf → lf) = 2. Algorithm 3.2 shows this algorithm more formally.
• count(sf ← lf) is the number of results of the long form lf containing the short
form sf . It can be obtained by interchanging sf and lf in Algorithm 3.2.
• count(sf ↔ lf) = count(sf → lf) + count(sf ← lf) is a combination of the
previous two.
While web-based and traditional record linkage techniques have been applied to
other tasks, to the best of my knowledge, no study has yet to examine the efficacy of
these techniques on the task of short form to long form matching. To my knowledge,
my less computationally expensive O(m + n) count(sf ↔ lf) scoring function is a
new contribution that may assist in other web-based linkage tasks.
3.3.5 Evaluation
Comparison with Other Types of Evidence
I will evaluate my count-based methods against three other methods adapted to solve
the same problem.
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Schwartz and Hearst. This algorithm [Schwartz and Hearst, 2003] is a state-of-
the-art abbreviation extraction algorithm that expects full text input and does not use
the Web. It scans full-text articles for fragments of the form “lf (sf )”, and tries to
extract the long form lf with the best alignment with the short form sf in a greedy
manner. I apply this algorithm by creating a file containing all combinations of short
forms and long forms in the dataset, with lines of the form “lf (sf )”. This extraction
algorithm returns candidate matching pairs without scoring their quality, but instead
indicates which part of the long form matches (e.g., the “Key Cryptography” part of
“Public Key Cryptography”). Therefore, I define the scoring function to be the fraction




Inverse host frequency. This web-based method uses URL information from search
engine results. For a query q, I form a feature vector vq of hostnames (or domain names)
from the URLs of its top-k search engine results, weighted by its inverse host frequency
(IHF) (see Section 3.2), i.e., IHF(h) = log2
maxh freq(h)+1
freq(h)+1
+ 1. Here, freq(h) is the
number of short and long form queries whose top-k results contain the hostname h. For
a short form sf and a long form lf , the cosine similarity between vsf and vlf is the
scoring function. I experimented with k ∈ {10, 20}.
Sahami and Heilman. This is a web-based information retrieval method [Sahami
and Heilman, 2006] that I reimplemented. For each query q, I download the web pages
at the URLs of its top-k results, wq,1, . . . , wq,k. For each web page wq,i, I compute
its tf -idf vector vq,i. Following Sahami and Heilman, I truncate vq,i to include only





i=1 vq,i, and when normalized, it is the query expansion vector of q. For a
short form sf and a long form lf , the cosine similarity between vsf and vlf is the scoring
function. Also, Sahami and Heilman suggested that snippets can be used instead of web
pages.
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Dataset Short forms Long forms Matching pairs
DBLP 906 920 926
Description: DBLP conference and workshop titles
Source: http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db/conf/indexa.html
Query: “〈title〉” conference OR conferences OR workshop OR workshops
NASDAQ 3084 3061 3084
Description: NASDAQ Composite stock symbols
Source: http://www.nasdaq.com/asp/index component.asp?symbol=IXIC
Query: “〈title〉” nasdaq
GENOMES 307 307 307
Description: Human genome acronym list
Source: http://www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/Human Genome/acronym.shtml
Query: “〈title〉” genome OR genomes
Table 3.4: Evaluation datasets.
Datasets and Search Engine
To validate my methods, I examine real-world problems of matching short and long
forms. In all experiments, I used the Google search engine via its SOAP Search API.
I used three datasets from different domains for my evaluation: DBLP, NASDAQ and
GENOMES which have very different characteristics. Each dataset contains the SF and
LF sets, as well as the solution set S of matching short and long form pairs. I applied
all the methods using SF and LF as input, and used S as the gold standard. Table 3.4
summarizes these datasets, and lists the form of queries used. The additional keywords
in the queries were selected based on the domain of the dataset, with all web-based
methods using the same queries. Examples from each dataset are shown in Figure 3.4.
The DBLP dataset consists of computer science conferences and workshops in the
DBLP digital library. This dataset is generally clean, because DBLP was manually
constructed and consistently uses full words in more than 98% of its long forms. The
retrieved web pages tend to be conference and workshop web sites, and publication
lists on academic homepages and research groups. The web pages sometimes contain
typos and spelling mistakes. The NASDAQ dataset consists of stock symbols in the
NASDAQ Composite index. This large list itself is also fairly clean, but there are stock
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symbols that have no resemblance to the company name at all, such as “XRAY” for
“DENSPLY International Inc.”. The retrieved web pages come from a large variety of
domains and mainly consist of financial news and stock information. Some of these web
pages appear to be automatically generated from databases, hence these can be fairly
clean. The GENOMES dataset consists of abbreviations that are commonly used in the
human genomes domain. It is the smallest and noisiest among the three datasets. Some
long forms have abbreviated words like “Univ.” and “Intl.”, but their usage is inconsis-
tent. Worse, this list includes academic institutions, academic conferences, government
organizations and biological terms. Hence, the retrieved web pages have all kinds of
sources and information.
For the count-based methods, as well as Sahami and Heilman method, I evaluated
on both the snippets and the downloaded web pages. For all methods except Schwartz
and Hearst, I evaluated with k ∈ {10, 20}, i.e., using top-10 or top-20 search engine
results, except for web pages where I only show results for k = 10.
Experimental Results
To evaluate the various methods, I use average recall and average ranked precision as my
evaluation metrics. Suppose a short form sf corresponds to R long forms, and the top-
10 candidate long forms in the ranked list for sf contains r correct long forms. Then, the
recall is r
R
. To account for the quality of rankings, I use ranked precision [Hull, 1993]
instead of traditional precision. Let Pi be the fraction of correct long forms within the
top-i candidates. Let C be the set of positions of the correct long forms within the
top-10 candidates. For example, if the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 8th long form candidates are




. The average recall
and average ranked precision are the averages of recall and ranked precision over all
short forms in my dataset.
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 shows the results. Overall, I found that the count-based
methods with snippets tend to produce the best performance. In particular, I found
that count(sf ↔ lf) consistently produces the best results. The count(sf ← lf) and
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Figure 3.6: Average recall for the various kinds of evidence for the three datasets. Num-
bers in parentheses represent number of results retrieved per query.
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Figure 3.7: Average ranked precision for the various kinds of evidence for the three
datasets. Numbers in parentheses represent number of results retrieved per query.
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count(sf ↔ lf) methods usually achieved average recall and average ranked precision
higher than 0.9. Microanalysis revealed that current writing styles tend to associate the
short and long forms together somewhere in the text. The count-based methods exploit
this phenomenon to the benefit of the linkage task.
As noted, the count-based methods with snippets tend to produce the best perfor-
mance, particularly count(sf ↔ lf). Interestingly, count(sf ← lf) is significantly
better than count(sf → lf), though they differ only in direction. For count(sf → lf),
many short form queries have no snippets containing the corresponding long forms,
and some short forms are common words, leading to irrelevant results, affecting both
precision and recall. Examples include “STEP” for “Symposium on Operating Sys-
tems Principles” and “ZUM” (“to the” in German) for “Z Users Conference”. On the
other hand, long forms make more informative multi-word queries, and often appear
where short forms are defined. Finally, count(sf ↔ lf) combines the best of the two
unidirectional methods, and gives the best performance at the expense of doubling the
number of queries. This is because count(sf ← lf) is often able to obtain relevant
information when count(sf → lf) misses out.
The Schwartz and Hearst algorithm generally did not perform very well, and is
one of the worst performing algorithms for the DBLP and NASDAQ datasets. This is
not surprising because many long form candidates share many common letters as the
short form. Therefore, Schwartz and Hearst is unable to distinguish between them.
On the other hand, this algorithm performs better on the GENOMES dataset because
this dataset is much smaller and hence fewer candidates to choose from. However, its
recall suffers because it is unable to match when the short form contains a letter that is
not found in the long form. Also, the greedy algorithm sometimes gives only a partial
match to the correct long form (e.g., for “AAAI”, only the last four words of “American
Association for Artificial Intelligence” is matched). Such a weakness suggests that the
given data itself lacks the required context to solve the problem, hence we need to obtain
Web information to perform the matching.
The Sahami and Heilman algorithm is a strong contender for the top spot, but in all
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three datasets, count(sf ↔ lf) always wins by at least a small margin, for both snippets
as well as web pages. While both algorithms are effective in linking short forms to
long forms, the processing required to compute count(sf ↔ lf) is both simpler and
faster. The main difference between their performance comes from those cases where
there are very few search engine results containing both the short form and its correct
corresponding long form: count(sf ↔ lf) tends to get it right while Sahami and
Heilman finds all web pages are almost equally dissimilar.
IHF works well when the web pages of a matching short form and long form come
from common sources, i.e., share common domains or hostnames. This is somewhat
true for the DBLP dataset, therefore using only the URLs alone gives a fairly competi-
tive algorithm. However, for the NASDAQ dataset, some web sites aggregate informa-
tion for almost all of the stock symbols, therefore the common domains or hostnames
have little discriminating power and make IHF ineffective. In all cases, using hostnames
is slightly better than using domain names.
In practically all cases, obtaining 20 results gives better performance than obtaining
only 10 results, which is not surprising. Also, the performance of the different methods
are comparable and show similar trends. What is more interesting, is that using web
pages is not as good as using snippets for most of the methods, particularly for the
GENOMES dataset. However, the performance are also comparable and show similar
trends. This is likely because web pages contain a lot of noisy information, e.g., many
web pages for the query “Advances in Data Base Theory” contain “AAAI” in navigation
bars and external links. Hence, snippets might be better as passage retrieval is already
done. This means that the extra step of downloading the actual web pages, which takes
up additional time and bandwidth, is not very useful as utilized in my current scheme.
In summary, my count(sf ↔ lf) method on snippets outperforms the other meth-
ods in terms of accuracy.
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3.3.6 Conclusion and Discussion
The presence of both short forms and long forms in record fields poses unique chal-
lenges to various searching and record linkage tasks. Approximate string matching
does not tend to work well due to drastic differences in the application scenario. My
work formalizes the use of search engines as the two facets of query formulation and
search engine evidence analysis. In formulation, I proposed the use of inverted and
bidirectional non-conjunctive queries. In evidence analysis, I surveyed techniques us-
ing gathered URLs and snippets, as well as downloaded web pages. My proposed
count-based methods, particularly count(sf ↔ lf), is found to be the most effective in
linking short forms to long forms. Also, I found that using snippets outperforms using
entire web pages, mainly because passage retrieval is already done to produce snippets
so that noisy information is usually already excluded from the snippets. However, it
might be possible to achieve even better results by applying more advanced informa-
tion extraction techniques on either the snippets or the actual web pages, although this
might mean increased processing time.
In any web-based method, including mine, time consuming search engine queries
and/or web page downloads are required. In subsequent chapters, I remedy this draw-
back by looking into methods that can decrease the number of queries or downloads,
yet maintain linkage performance. Firstly, Chapter 4 will consider how the count-based
method can be combined with a faster but weaker query probing method in an adaptive
combination framework to achieve this goal for this short form to long form linkage
problem. Chapter 6 then generalizes the adaptive combination framework further into
a resource acquisition framework which can be applied for a very wide variety of prob-
lems.
3.4 Disambiguation of Names in Web People Search
A person name can refer to multiple different individuals. Thus, a web search for a
particular person name typically returns the results describing the different individuals
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all mixed up in a single list. This is the problem addressed by the Web People Search
Task in SemEval 2007 [Artiles et al., 2007]. In this task, a system receives as input a
person name, as well as a set of up to 100 web pages retrieved from the Yahoo! search
engine using that person name as the query. The task is then to cluster the input web
pages such that each cluster contains belongs to a namesake. For the SemEval task,
the training data consists of 32 names from the US Census, 7 names from Wikipedia,
and 10 names from the ECDL 2006 conference, and the test data consists of 10 names
from Wikipedia, 10 names from the ACL 2006 conference, and 10 names from the US
Census. This section gives a very brief overview of our collaboration with fellow re-
searchers from the Pennsylvania State University, which resulted in our PSNUS system
which participated in the Web People Search Task.
If we were to manually disambiguate these mentions of the person name in the
given web pages, we would usually look for information such as his or her affiliations,
associations, and titles. In other words, we are looking for information contained in
named entities. As such, for this inaugural competition, we treated this problem as a
hard clustering problem, and submitted a run from a very simple system. For each web
page, we extracted named entities, and then formed a feature vector consisting of tokens
from the named entities, with TF-IDF as the feature values. Our clustering algorithm is
the standard single-link hierarchical agglomerative clustering, using cosine similarity as
the similarity measure between feature vectors. From the training data, we empirically
set the similarity cutoff to be 0.2. More details in the methods and experimention can
be found in our PSNUS task description paper [Elmacioglu et al., 2007b].
Much to our surprise, our system is able to achieve purity of 0.73, inverse purity
of 0.82, Fα=0.5 of 0.75, and Fα=0.5 of 0.78. Based on the Fα=0.5 scores, our system is
placed third out of the sixteen participating systems. We also observed that the top two
systems, [Chen and Martin, 2007] and [Popescu and Magnini, 2007], have both also
utilized information from named entities, and the top three systems have F scores that
are rather tightly clustered compared to the remainder of the systems. Therefore, our
conclusion is that named entities can be an important source of information for the Web
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People Search Task.
The simplicity of our system allowed it to be easily reproduced, and hence it can
serve as a baseline for the disambiguation task. Indeed, our system is used as a baseline
in [Kalashnikov et al., 2008].
3.5 Conclusion
In many record matching problems, there is a lack of context in the input data that makes
it difficult or even impossible for humans to manually perform the matching task with
sufficient certainty. This argues for the need to acquire additional resources, particularly
web-based resources where large amounts of information is available and searchable
through search engines. Through three different problems serving as concrete examples,
I have demonstrated that acquiring web-based resources can benefit record matching
tasks, fulfilling the first goal of this thesis. However, web-based resources are costly
to acquire in terms of running time, and hence the second and larger goal of this thesis
is to propose an algorithm for selective acquisition of web based resources for record
matching tasks. Having shown that the premise of the second goal is true, I turn to
the selective acquisition aspect in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. The main
contribution of this thesis is in Chapter 6, where I propose a framework for hierarchical
cost-sensitive web resource acquisition.
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Chapter 4
A Framework for Adaptively Combining
Two Methods for Record Matching
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I present a framework for adaptively combining two methods for record
matching, and apply it to the problem of linking short forms to long forms. Generally
speaking, adaptive methods combine two or more base methods to obtain the better
aspect of each. For example, one may combine a method with high precision with
another method that is high in recall to obtain a method that has both high precision and
high recall, or one may combine a method that has high accuracy with another method
that executes faster to achieve a combined method that is more balanced in accuracy and
running time. Adaptive methods have been adopted in various problems such as data
integration (e.g., [Ng et al., 1999; Zhu et al., 2004]), duplicate detection (e.g., [Bilenko
and Mooney, 2003]), blocking (e.g., [Bilenko et al., 2006; Gu and Baxter, 2004]), and
determining when to search or when to crawl for text-centric tasks. [Ipeirotis et al.,
2006].
In Chapter 3, a number of web-based methods for record matching have been pro-
posed. However, any web-based method requires slow and sometimes unpredictable
network accesses. Furthermore, search engines impose both rate limiting and daily lim-
its on the number of queries one can make; e.g., as of 2009 June, Google SOAP Search
API limits one to 1000 queries in any 24-hour window, while Yahoo! Search API limits
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Algorithm 4.1 Adaptively combining a weaker method with a stronger method.
Input: a weaker method Mw, a stronger method Ms, and a heuristic H
1: for each sf ∈ SF do
2: for each lf ∈ LF do
3: compute scoresf (lf) using Mw
4: if H determines that scores by Mw gives a poor ranking of long forms then
5: for each lf ∈ LF do
6: compute scoresf (lf) using Ms
7: return scores computed by Ms
8: else
9: return scores computed by Mw
one to 5000 queries per day. Therefore, it is highly desirable for any web-based meth-
ods to reduce the amount of web accesses needed to solve the problem. In this chapter,
I continue to ground my evaluation of the methods explored in this chapter with the
application of linking short forms to long forms. While my count-based method as
proposed in Section 3.3 is effective in linking short forms to long forms, it may be fur-
ther improved by reducing the number of search engine queries required. Therefore,
in this chapter, I first propose a query probing algorithm that uses significantly fewer
queries. This query probing method is highly precise, but suffers from low recall which
makes the algorithm unsuitable to be used by itself. However, by using my framework
to adaptively combine the more accurate but slower count-based method with the query
probing method, I demonstrate a combined method that uses much fewer queries than
the count-based method with no appreciable change in the linkage performance.
Previous works have proposed ensemble methods to entity resolution, such as [Zhao
and Ram, 2005] and [Chen et al., 2009], in which the multiple entity resolution algo-
rithms are combined using techniques such as stacking or boosting to improve data
quality. However, unlike such works, I do not merely focus on the accuracy of the com-
bined algorithm. Instead, my aim is to reduce the number of search engine queries and
hence the running time, while maintaining the task performance.
4.2 Adaptive Combination
For the record matching application of linking short forms to long forms, we can
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adaptively combine a more accurate but slower method Ms with a weaker but faster
method Mw, resulting in a combined method whose accuracy is close to that of Ms and
yet runs much faster than Ms. This combination uses a general adaptive combination
framework as shown in Algorithm 4.1. In the combined method, Mw is first allowed to
resolve each short form to the corresponding long forms, and then Ms is applied only
to those short forms whose candidate long forms appear to be incorrect, according to
some heuristic H . In this way, the execution time can be reduced by making fewer calls
to Ms.
Such an adaptive framework is very versatile and can apply to many kinds of meth-
ods. Here, I use a query probing method as our Mw and a count-based method as our
Ms. Now I describe my query probing method.
4.2.1 Query Probing
Query probing is the automatic extraction of information from a “hidden web” database
[Kautz et al., 1997] by selecting suitable terms, known as query probes, to query [Gra-
vano et al., 2003]. This approach has been used to obtain language models [Callan and
Connell, 2001], and to estimate word frequency in different languages [Grefenstette and
Nioche, 2000]. In this context, we can issue query probes to a search engine to derive
approximate Web statistics, and use it to reduce the number of queries.
As an example, consider three conferences — “Joint Conference on Digital Li-
braries”, “European Conference on Digital Libraries” and “Digital Libraries” — and
their respective short forms: “JCDL”, “ECDL” and “DL”. Normally, we will query
all three short forms to obtain count(sf → lf), query all three long forms to obtain
count(sf ← lf), and query all six short and long forms to obtain count(sf ↔ lf).
However, it can be observed that many long forms share common n-grams. Here, n-
gram is used at the token level. Hence, a 3-gram refers to a three-token subsequence.
As the conference names’ long forms all contain the common 2-gram “digital libraries”,
I can use a single query probe “digital libraries”, together with the domain-specific key-
words that were used in Section 3.3, to yield results for all three conferences. In the
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Algorithm 4.2 Query probing.
1: NG = set of n-grams contained by the long forms in LF
2: D = ∅
3: for each ng ∈ NG do
4: if number of long forms in LF containing the n-gram ng ≥ min freq then
5: D = D ∪ SearchEngineTop(ng, kp)
6: for each sf ∈ SF do
7: for each lf ∈ LF do
8: countp(sf, lf) = number of results in D containing both sf and lf
top-10 result snippets conveniently contain both the long forms and their corresponding
short forms for all the three conferences. Thus, when compared to count(sf → lf),
count(sf ← lf) and count(sf ↔ lf), query probing can save two, two, and five
queries, respectively.
With this observation, I devised a query probing algorithm that probes the search
engine with n-grams that occur in at least min freq of the long forms. My query
probing algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.2. I use the top-kp search engine results to
obtain countp(sf, lf), the number of results that contain both sf and lf , and use it as a
scoring function.
4.2.2 Adaptively Combining Query Probing with Count-based Meth-
ods
The main weakness of the query probing scoring function, countp(sf, lf), is that typi-
cally some of the short forms sf have no candidate long forms, i.e., countp(sf, lf) = 0
for all long forms lf , and vice versa. However, for short forms with candidate long
forms, query probing is able to save a significant number of search engine queries.
Therefore, I propose adaptively combining query probing with a count-based method
using the proposed framework of Algorithm 4.1. In other words, I use countp(sf, lf)
as my weaker method Mw and use one of count(sf → lf), count(sf ← lf), or
count(sf ↔ lf) as my stronger method Ms. The heuristic H I use is:
If there is no long form lf in LF with countp(sf, lf) > 0, then the stronger
method Ms is applied.
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4.3 Evaluation
I compare adaptively combining Ms with query probing against using only Ms alone.
For consistency with Section 3.3, I maintain my choice of Google SOAP Search API
as the search engine; use DBLP, NASDAQ, and GENOMES as my three evaluation
datasets; and use average recall and average ranked precision as my evaluation metrics.
In addition, I also use the number of search engine calls to evaluate the effectiveness of
our adaptive combination of query probing and count-based methods. As each search
engine call returns 10 results, two calls are needed for 20 results. This is especially so
when most search engine providers impose a daily limit on the number of calls one can
issue through their APIs.
I experimented with various parameter settings, and found that usually kp = 10
is sufficient to provide the largest decrease in the total number of search engine calls
needed. The results for selected values of n and min freq for each dataset are shown
in Figure 4.1. Compared to the count-based methods alone, my adaptively combined
methods can reduce the number of search engine calls in practically all cases, with better
savings when compared against the stronger count-based method using 20 snippets. The
largest dataset, NASDAQ, also gave the most significant savings of 18.0% to 31.6%.
The change in average recall and average ranked precision is relatively small, with
decreases of up to 0.036 and 0.066, respectively. Task performance actually improved
in a few cases. Other query probing parameter settings also gave similarly insignificant
changes in average recall and average ranked precision. Therefore, I conclude that
combining query probing and the count-based method can reduce the number of search
engine calls significantly while maintaining task performance, making the combined
method applicable towards large record linkage problems.
4.4 Discussion
I have shown that the adaptive combination framework can effectively combine the
count-based method and the query probing method in the example application of link-
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count(sf → lf) (10)
count(sf → lf) (20)
count(sf ← lf) (10)
count(sf ← lf) (20)
count(sf ↔ lf) (10)
count(sf ↔ lf) (20)
Ms only
Combined
[R: +0.016, P: +0.021]
[R: -0.026, P: -0.047]
[R: -0.033, P: -0.066]
[R: -0.001, P: -0.017]
[R: -0.005, P: -0.017]
[R: -0.003, P: +0.005]













count(sf → lf) (10)
count(sf → lf) (20)
count(sf ← lf) (10)
count(sf ← lf) (20)
count(sf ↔ lf) (10)
count(sf ↔ lf) (20)
Ms only
Combined
[R: -0.019, P: -0.022]
[R: -0.020, P: -0.034]
[R: -0.021, P: -0.044]
[R: -0.004, P: -0.014]
[R: -0.004, P: -0.016]
[R: -0.023, P: -0.024]













count(sf → lf) (10)
count(sf → lf) (20)
count(sf ← lf) (10)
count(sf ← lf) (20)
count(sf ↔ lf) (10)
count(sf ↔ lf) (20)
Ms only
Combined
[R: -0.009, P: +0.004]
[R: -0.016, P: -0.031]
[R: -0.036, P: -0.059]
[R: -0.019, P: -0.025]
[R: -0.019, P: -0.041]
[R: -0.028, P: -0.003]
(c) GENOMES (n = 3, min freq = 2)
Figure 4.1: Number of search engine calls using Ms alone and adaptively combining
Ms with query probing, where numbers in parentheses represent the number of snippets
retrieved per query. The parameters n-grams and min freq are indicated in the cap-
tions, and kp = 10. The change in average recall (R) and average ranked precision (P )
are indicated in square brackets.
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ing short forms to long forms. Along the same lines, Elmacioglu [Elmacioglu, 2008]
also reported success in using the adaptive combination method to combine two other
methods for the same problem, namely host overlap and web page similarity:
• Host overlap. Similar to IHF weight, this method also uses host information. We
can obtain the hostnames of the top-10 search engine results for the short form
sf and the long form lf respectively. Then the Jaccard similarity between the sf
hostnames and the lf hostnames can be used as a scoring function.
• Web page similarity. For each query q, we download the web pages at the top-10
results, and concatenate them into a single text documentDq. For a short form sf
and a long form lf , the standard tf -idf cosine similarity between Dsf and Dlf is
the scoring function.
Elmacioglu performed his evaluation on the DBLP dataset and reported that host
overlap achieves a recall of 0.641 and a ranked precision of 0.545, while web page
similarity achieves a recall of 0.802 and ranked precision of 0.714. Using host overlap
as the weaker method Mw and web page similarity as the stronger method Ms, he
experimented with five different heuristics and selected the best heuristic that gave the
best results:
Let r1 and r2 be the top two results for a short form sf . Let h be the common
URL between r1 and sf with the highest IHF weight. If IHF(h) is below a
threshold, then web page similarity is used instead.
Using this heuristic, his combined method achieves a recall of 0.788 and a ranked pre-
cision of 0.719. The recall of the combined method is close to web page similarity,
while its ranked precision beats web page similarity, and the execution time of the com-
bined method is 43.8% faster than web page similarity. Although the reported recall
and ranked precision is not better than my count-based methods, it still shows the ef-
fectiveness of the adaptive combination framework.
In general, the adaptive combination framework is suitable for combining a more
costly accurate stronger method with a cheaper weaker method as long as the cheaper
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method produces very few false matches. This premise is satisfied in a very large class
of problems, including the short to long form linkage problem involving web resources
studied in this chapter.
However, the adaptive combination framework is not without its drawbacks.
• Firstly, it may be difficult to select a good heuristic that decides whether the
weaker method Mw actually produces a reasonably good ranking of the long
forms. Also, many heuristics involve some cutoff threshold, therefore finding
the optimal threshold can be a problem.
• Secondly, some heuristics are specific to the methods that are applied to the spe-
cific linkage task, and cannot easily be generalized to arbitrary linkage tasks.
• Thirdly, it is not clear how the adaptive combination framework can be used to
combine more than two methods. In particular, selecting the order of application
of multiple methods is a problem in itself.
These issues are clearly evident in Elmacioglu’s work, and also in my work to a
lesser extent. In Chapter 6, I propose a resource acquisition framework that addresses
these kinds of issues in a more principled manner. My resource acquisition framework is
targeted at general linkage problems, and can combine an arbitrary number of methods.
In my framework, methods can be seen as resources, and then the question becomes




Acquisition for Support Vector Machines
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I consider the supervised classification problem. In many real life super-
vised classification problems, it is possible to control the quality of the training data but
not that of the testing data. In particular, test instances often contain missing attribute
values that hinders the classification task, but missing values can be acquired at some
cost. As an example, consider the medical diagnosis of a patient. The doctor can order
various tests such as blood tests and chest X-rays to acquire more information about
the patient to make a more informed diagnosis, but each test comes at some monetary
cost. As another example, a supervised classifier may be used to classify whether two
records are a match, based on known attribute values derived from the record fields, as
well as unknown attribute values to be obtained from the Web by forming queries using
strings found inside the records. Acquiring these missing attribute values involves run-
ning time costs associated with the Web queries. In such cost-sensitive attribute value
acquisition or cost-sensitive acquisition problems, the objective is to acquire attribute
values in such a way to minimize both attribute acquisition and misclassification costs
of the test instances.
Here, I propose a new, iterative framework for cost-sensitive attribute value acqui-
sition for the support vector machine based classification. To the best of my knowl-
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A← set of known
attribute values 
Select set of missing attribute
values A’ and acquire them









Figure 5.1: General iterative framework for solving classification problems with miss-
ing attribute values.
edge, there has been no work on extending support vector machine classification to
handle cost-sensitive attribute value acquisition, although prior work has investigated
it in other learning models such as decision trees. This is an important contribution
as support vector machines show consistently good performance over a wide range of
problem classes.
My proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 5.1: a process that acquires attribute
values in an iterative manner. Starting with a (possibly empty) set of known attribute
valuesA, I acquire missing attribute valuesA′ and add them iteratively toA. Once a ter-
mination condition is satisfied, no more attributes are acquired and a final classification
is performed on A. To apply this framework, I need to specify three parts:
1. The classification algorithm.
2. An algorithm for selecting the set A′ to acquire.
3. The termination condition.
This acquisition framework generalizes most related work in Section 5.2 and trivially
embodies algorithms that do not consider attribute value acquisition – simply by setting
the termination condition to be always be true and not looping at all. In this work, I will
assume that the classification algorithm is the support vector machine, and focus on the
second and third parts of the framework.
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To keep the exposition easy to follow, I have purposefully taken on several assump-
tions that are minor and easily removed from my cost-sensitive acquisition algorithm.
First, I assume that this framework is applied separately for each test instance. Second, I
apply my algorithm in the context of the standard two-class support vector machine. Fi-
nally, I also assume that the attribute acquisition and misclassification costs are known
a priori, but note that I do not assume uniform costs for misclassifying instances of
different classes. Following [Ling et al., 2006], my objective is to minimize the sum of
the acquisition and misclassification costs.
My contributions in this chapter are as follows:
1. I provide a realization of this framework for support vector machines, something
that has not yet been seen in the published literature as far as I know.
2. I develop an approach for estimating the certainty and misclassification cost of a
test instance with missing attribute values, before and after acquiring an arbitrary
subset of these missing values.
3. My approach can be applied to arbitrary kernels, unlike previous work on linear
classifiers that deals with missing attribute values in test instances.
In particular, I would like to highlight the second contribution. Firstly, it makes it
easy to come out with a cost-sensitive acquisition algorithm for the support vector ma-
chine. Just as importantly, it facilitates the construction of benefit functions in Chap-
ter 7, which is required to apply the resource acquisition framework of Chapter 6.
I first review related work in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 is a preliminaries section that
gives a brief overview on support vector machines, as well as introduce the notation
I will use for the remainder of this work. To build up my cost-sensitive algorithm, I
first explain in Section 5.4 how to compute expected misclassification costs for a test
instance with missing attribute values as-is, as well as the same instance with a subset of
its missing attribute values acquired. Armed with these expected misclassification costs,
I propose a cost-sensitive acquisition algorithm for the support vector machine classifier
in Section 5.5 that specifies the second and third parts that are needed in the iterative
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acquisition framework. I experimentally validate the effectiveness of my acquisition
algorithm in Section 5.6, before concluding this chapter in Section 5.7.
5.2 Related Work
There is a significant amount of related work dealing with classification problems in-
volving missing values in data. [Turney, 2000] described various kinds of costs, of
which the most pertinent are attribute acquisition costs and (mis)classification costs.
For a problem where correct classifications incur a cost as well, [Greiner et al., 2002]
showed that it can be transformed into an equivalent problem where correct classifica-
tions incur zero cost, hence in this work I assume that no cost is incurred when a test
instance is classified correctly. [Elkan, 2001] argued that cost-sensitive classification,
where unequal misclassification costs are assigned for different classes, should be ap-
plied in situations such as when the class distribution is imbalanced. [Ling et al., 2004]
extended the notion of cost-sensitive classification to include acquisition of missing at-
tribute values in test instances, resulting in the problem I consider here. In this section,
I shall focus more on algorithms handling missing values in test instances, as well as
algorithms for support vector machines.
[Saar-Tsechansky and Provost, 2007] treated the underlying classifier as a black
box, and proposed training a classification model on each (selected) subset of the in-
put attributes. Test instances would then be classified using the models corresponding
to its known attribute values. However, this method does not consider the possibility
of acquiring missing attribute values. The active feature-value acquisition framework
of [Saar-Tsechansky et al., 2009] may be seen as an extension of [Saar-Tsechansky and
Provost, 2007], except that it is targeted at missing values in training data. A special
case of active feature-value acquisition is applied to selective acquisition of missing at-
tribute values in test instances [Kanani and Melville, 2008]. [Ji and Carin, 2007] formu-
lated a partial observable Markov decision process to deal with cost-sensitive attribute
value acquisition when the classifier is a hidden Markov model. For Naı¨ve Bayes classi-
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fiers, [Chai et al., 2004] proposed classifying test instances by simply ignoring missing
attribute values.
Cost-sensitive decision tree classifiers have received the most attention by researchers.
[Greiner et al., 2002] proposed an algorithm for building a cost-sensitive decision tree
and analyzed its theoretical properties under a probably approximately correct learn-
ing framework. [Turney, 1995] proposed using genetic algorithms, while [Zubek and
Dietterich, 2002] uses Markov decision processes to generate candidate decision trees.
On the other hand, [Davis et al., 2006] and [Ling et al., 2004] proposed the building
of a single decision tree from the training data. [Ling et al., 2006] proposed a lazy tree
formulation that improved on [Ling et al., 2004] in decision tree construction. Some of
these methods generate many candidate models and have efficiency issues, while others
generate only a single classification model and are efficient.
Relatively few works deal with missing values in the case of support vector ma-
chines and other linear classifiers. Training instances of a support vector machine can
be weighted by their misclassification costs such that the trained support vector machine
is sensitive to different misclassification costs of different classes [Osuna et al., 1997].
[Smola and Vishwanathan, 2005] and [Pelckmans et al., 2005] both builds (kernelized)
support vector machines that handles missing values in training data (as opposed to test
data), and does not consider the option of acquiring missing values. [Globerson and
Roweis, 2006] and [Dekel and Shamir, 2008] proposed linear classifiers that are robust
to missing attribute values during classification time, with [Dekel and Shamir, 2008]
using a linear programming formulation which improves on [Globerson and Roweis,
2006] and is the current state-of-the-art. However, both linear classifiers 1) require the
number of missing attribute values to be supplied during training, 2) does not consider
acquisition of missing attribute values, and 3) cannot easily be kernelized. To the best
of my knowledge, there is no support vector machine classifier that also considers the
cost-sensitive acquisition of missing attribute values during classification time. My aim
is to fill in this gap by proposing such an algorithm for the support vector machine,
which can be applied to any kernel satisfying Mercer’s condition.
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5.3 Preliminaries and Notation
In this section, I first give a brief overview of support vector machines and introduce my
notation at the same time. For a more detailed introduction to support vector machines,
I refer the reader to tutorials such as [Osuna et al., 1997] and [Burges, 1998].
5.3.1 Background on Support Vector Machines
Let us first ignore the issue of missing attribute values and assume all attribute values are
known. Consider a classification problem where instances have n numeric attributes. A
kernel function (that satisfies the Mercer’s condition) is a function K : Rn × Rn → R
that can be expressed as K(xi,x) = 〈Φ(xi),Φ(x)〉, where Φ : Rn → F is a feature
map from the attribute space Rn to some feature space F . For a user-selected kernel
function K(·, ·), a support vector machine is a linear classifier in the feature space, i.e.,
it maps an instance x ∈ Rn to a class in {−1,+1} via y = sign[f(x)], where the
decision function f(·) is defined as:
f(x) = 〈w,Φ(x)〉+ b (5.1)
Training a support vector machine involves learning the weight vector w ∈ F and
bias b ∈ R. Given training data D = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1, where each xi is a training instance
and yi being its class, a support vector machine can be trained by solving the following








Subject to ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N} yi(〈w,Φ(xi)〉+ b) ≥ 1− εi
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N} εi ≥ 0
Geometrically, a support vector machine is designed to maximize the margin ρ = 2‖w‖2 .
The constant C specifies the amount of misclassifications allowed for the training in-
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stances, and can either be user-specified or determined through cross-validation. Instead
of solving the above primal problem directly, it is often more convenient to solve the




















Commonly used kernels include the following:
• Linear kernel: K(xi,x) = 〈xi,x〉.
• Polynomial kernel: K(xi,x) = (〈xi,x〉+ 1)d.






The linear kernel corresponds to the identity feature map Φ(x) = x. However, when
the training data is non-linearly separable, a nonlinear feature map Φ(·) whose feature
space F is a high or infinite dimensional space is employed. Examples of nonlinear
kernel includes the polynomial kernel and the RBF kernel. In such cases, often the
kernel function K(·, ·) is specified directly, leaving Φ(·) and F implicitly defined. This
leaves the weight vector w implicitly defined as well. However, this is not a difficulty
because we can train the support vector machine by solving the dual formulation (after
substituting 〈Φ(xi),Φ(xj)〉 with K(xi,xj)). At the same time, Equation 5.4 implies




αiyiK(xi,x) + b (5.5)
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Also, Equation 5.4 implies that:






which means that the margin ρ can be computed as usual.
5.3.2 Posterior Probability of Classification
A trained support vector machine can be extended to provide the posterior probability
that a test instance belongs to a class [Platt, 2000]. Let s+(x) and s−(x) be the prob-
abilities that a test instance x belongs to the positive and negative class respectively.
Then we can fit a sigmoid function [Platt, 2000] as follows:
s+(x) =
1
1 + exp(Af(x) +B)
(5.7)
where the parameters A and B are to be learned from the training data. We can then
compute s−(x) = 1− s+(x).
5.3.3 Classifying an Instance with Missing Attribute Values
I now consider the classification of a test instance x ∈ Rn with missing attribute values
and without acquiring any of them. The attribute values of x can be partitioned into a
set M(x) of known (or observed) attribute values and a set M(x) of missing attribute
values, such that {x1, . . . , xn} is the disjoint union of M(x) and M(x). I assume that,
prior to classification time, a set of fixed constants x′1, . . . , x
′
n is already defined and
computed. When classifying a test instance x with some of its attribute values miss-
ing, and without acquiring any of its missing values, we can impute (i.e., replace) each
missing attribute value xk ∈ M(x) with the constant x′k before computing f(x). Here,
I assume that these fixed constants are independent of the test instance x, but I do not
impose on the exact semantics of these fixed constants. Typically, x′k can be the mean
value of the kth attribute of the training instances, or simply be the zero value. This
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simple approach is widely used in related work (e.g., [Globerson and Roweis, 2006]
and [Dekel and Shamir, 2008]), as well as in support vector machine implementations
(e.g., the sequential minimal optimization (SMO) classifier of Weka [Witten and Frank,
2005]). Although imputing missing attribute values with fixed constants is not neces-
sarily the best approach, imputation methods is not the focus of this work and I leave
improvements in this area as future work. Thus, I simply used mean value imputation
in my experiments. Similarly, for the computation of the sigmoid function, any missing
attribute values of an instance are also replaced by the fixed constants before computing
its posterior probability.
5.4 Computing Expected Misclassification Costs
Consider a test instance x and A′ ⊆ M(x), a subset of its missing attribute values. Let
x + A′ denote the test instance x with A′ acquired. I define the following:
• E[mc(x)] is the expected misclassification cost of x.
• E[mc(x + A′)] is the expected misclassification cost of x after acquiring A′.
The aim of this section is to give a way for computing the quantities E[mc(x)] and
E[mc(x + A′)] for arbitrary x and A′. These quantities are two of the key quantities
that drive my cost-sensitive acquisition algorithm, which I describe in the next section.
In this section, I first construct the computation of E[mc(x)] and E[mc(x + A′)]
for an arbitrary kernel. Then, I give an interpretation for the linear kernel, and explain
how these quantities can be computed efficiently in O(n) time, linear in the number of
attributes.
I first define w′(x), the weight vector w modified by the missing values of x.
Definition 5.1 (Modified weight vector). Let x be a test instance. Let x′i be the train-
ing instance xi with the attributes that are missing in the test instance x replaced by
fixed constants, i.e.,
x′ik =
 xik if xk ∈M(x)x′ik otherwise (5.8)
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The modified weight vector w′(x) is defined such that:










For the instance x + A′, I define its modified weight vector w′(x + A′) by taking
M(x + A′) = M(x) ∪ A′. Also, notice that Equation 5.9 is defined in a manner that is
analogous to Equation 5.6.
The quantity ‖w′(x)‖2 can be interpreted as the amount of information that is re-
maining from ‖w′‖2 after taking into account of information that is lost due to the
missing attribute values. This aspect will be made obvious when an interpretation for
w′(x) for the linear kernel is made later.
Definition 5.2 (Uncertainty factor of test instance). The uncertainty factor for a test




Empirically, I found that with very high probability, ‖w′(x)‖2 ≤ ‖w′‖2 is satisfied,
which implies 0 ≤ u(x) ≤ 1. These inequalities are always satisfied when the linear
kernel is used.
I now explain the computation of the certainty of a test instance with missing at-
tribute values. Let mc+ and mc− be the misclassification cost for misclassifying a
positive and negative instance, respectively. Suppose the support vector machine clas-
sifies a test instance x to be positive, i.e., f(x) ≥ 0. Then according to the sigmoid
function of Equation 5.7, the posterior probability of x belonging to the positive class is
s+(x). However, the computation of s+(x) does not take missing attribute values into
account. Hence, the certainty of the classification is reduced by the uncertainty factor
u(x), i.e., meaning that the certainty of is now p+(x) = u(x) · s+(x). The certainty of
a test instance that is classified as negative is derived in a similar manner.
Definition 5.3 (Certainty of test instance). The certainty of a test instance x is de-
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fined as:
p+(x) = u(x) · s+(x) if f(x) ≥ 0 (5.11)
p−(x) = u(x) · s−(x) otherwise (5.12)
The values of p+(x+A′) and p−(x+A′) can be computed by the above definition,
with x substituted by x + A′.
Using the certainty values, I now explain the computation of the expected misclas-
sification cost of a test instance with missing attribute values. For a test instance x
classified as positive, its uncertainty is 1 − p+(x). Therefore, its expected misclassifi-
cation cost can be computed by (1− p+(x)) ·mc−. The expected misclassification cost
for a test instance that is classified as negative is defined similarly.
Definition 5.4 (Expected misclassification cost). Let mc+ and mc− be the misclas-
sification cost for misclassifying a positive and negative instance, respectively. The
expected misclassification cost of a test instance x is defined as:
E[mc(x)] =
 (1− p+(x)) ·mc− if f(x) ≥ 0(1− p−(x)) ·mc+ otherwise (5.13)
The value of E[mc(x + A′)] can be calculated using the above definition, with x
substituted by x + A′.
The inequality ‖w′(x)‖2 ≤ ‖w′(x + A′)‖2 always holds for the linear kernel and
holds with high probability for nonlinear kernels. If this inequality holds, then we also
have u(x) ≥ u(x + A′), and hence E[mc(x)] ≥ E[mc(x + A′)]. In other words, the
acquisition of missing attribute values should lead to a decrease in expected misclas-
sification cost. By this token, the difference of E[mc(x)] and E[mc(x + A′)] can be
exploited to determine how useful it is to acquire A′. This difference is the key element
for constructing the cost-sensitive acquisition algorithm in the next section.
Earlier, I mentioned that the quantity ‖w′(x)‖2 can be interpreted as the amount
of information remaining after taking into account the information that is lost from the
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missing attribute values. In the following, I will make this interpretation obvious in
the context of the linear kernel. As this quantity will be computed many times in the
cost-sensitive acquisition algorithm, I also suggest a way to compute it efficiently when
a non-linear kernel is used.
5.4.1 Modified Weight Vector for Linear Kernel
Recall that the linear kernel is K(xi,x) = 〈xi,x〉, whose feature map is Φ(x) = x. For





wkxk + b (5.14)
If we assume that the attribute values in both training and test instances have been
appropriately normalized to the same scale, then the magnitude of the weightwk of each
attribute xk indicates the relevance or importance of that attribute. Thus, if the missing
attribute values of a test instance has weights of large magnitude, then its classification
would be highly uncertain.
For a test instance x, I can define its modified weight vector explicitly as w′(x) =




 wk if xk ∈M(x)0 otherwise (5.15)
Theorem 5.1. When the linear kernel is used, both the modified weight vectors w′(x)






Proof. When the linear kernel is used, we have that for two training instances xi and






k:xk∈M(x) xik. Note that the first term
on the right hand side is a constant.
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From the dual formulation of the support vector machine,
∑N
i=1 αiyi = 0, and thus the
first term on the right hand side of Equation 5.17 is zero. Also, when the linear kernel
is used, we have w =
∑N
i=1 αiyixi, which implies wk =
∑N
i=1 αiyixik. Therefore, the





Equation 5.16 is satisfied.
For w′(x) as defined by Equation 5.15, it is easy to see that Equation 5.16 is satisfied
as well.
The above theorem states that I can compute ‖w′(x)‖2 using the form of w′(x)
that is explicitly defined in Equation 5.15. As this explicit form of w′(x) is formed










k and represents the amount of useful information remaining after
taking into account the missing attribute values of x.
Given the explicit representation of the modified weight vector w′(x) for the lin-
ear kernel, we can see that computing ‖w′(x)‖, and hence E[mc(x)], incurs O(n)
time linear in the number of attributes. The same can be said for the computation
of E[mc(x + A′)].
A final remark I make is that this method for computing E[mc(x)] and E[mc(x +
A′)] can be applied to any linear classifier whose decision function is of the form Equa-
tion 5.14. It is not necessary for the linear classifier to be a support vector machine.
5.4.2 Modified Weight Vector for Nonlinear Kernel
The main challenge for the computation of ‖w′(x)‖2 for a nonlinear kernel is that it re-
quires O(M2n) time to compute using Equation 5.6, where M is the number of support
vectors in the support vector machine. This makes my proposed acquisition algorithm
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of computationally expensive during classification time as many computations of ex-
pected misclassification costs may be required. This is especially so when M is large
and when the test instance x has many missing attribute values, which are typical char-
acteristics for large datasets. Using Equation 5.6 to compute ‖w′(x)‖2 will make my
proposed acquisition algorithm impractical for these cases.
One approach around the problem of computational complexity is to reduce the
number of support vectors in the trained support vector machine. This approach has
been studied in papers such as [Burges, 1996] [Lin and Lin, 2003], [Apolloni et al.,
2004], and [Nguyen and Ho, 2005]. However, I choose to use another approach that
allows us to compute ‖w′(x)‖2 in O(n) time, linear in the number of attributes. This
approach approximates the computation of the kernel function K(x′i,x
′
j) using “weak
kernels” [Fung et al., 2007]. Let Kk(x′i,x
′
j) be the kernel function computed using
only the kth attribute of x′i and x
′




j) is the radial basis






























where the constants γ1, . . . , γn are to be determined. Thus, Equation 5.9 becomes:















Note that each of the tk(x) terms can take on only one of two possible values, which
depends on whether xk ∈ M(x), i.e., whether the kth attribute in the test instance x
is known or missing. This allows us to precompute these terms during training, by
selecting a subset of missing patterns out of the 2n possible patterns and computing
their corresponding actual ‖w′(x)‖22 values, and determining the values of γ1, . . . , γn
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using a standard linear regression algorithm. Subsequently, during classification time,
when I need to estimate ‖w′(x)‖2 for a test instance x with missing values, I use these
precomputed approximations. The same precomputed approximations can also be used
to compute ‖w′(x + A′)‖2 for any A′. In this way, each computation of ‖w′(x)‖2 or
‖w′(x+A′)‖2, and hence E[mc(x)] or E[mc(x+A′)], takes only O(n) time, linear in
the number of attributes. In this work, I always use this approximation when computing
expected misclassification costs for a support vector machine using a nonlinear kernel.
5.5 A Cost-sensitive Attribute Value Acquisition Algo-
rithm
Given a method for computing E[mc(x)] and E[mc(x + A′)] efficiently, I can now de-
scribe an algorithm that uses a trained support vector machine to perform cost-sensitive
attribute value acquisition under my framework, described by Figure 5.1. This algo-
rithm defines the attribute value selection algorithm and the termination condition, the
second and third parts in the iterative framework.
Note that the expression E[mc(x)]−E[mc(x+A′)] gives the expected decrease in
misclassification cost, and the aim here is to minimize the total cost of acquisitions and
misclassifications. Hence, I define the following.
Definition 5.5 (Expected reduction in total cost). Consider a test instance x andA′ ⊆
M(x), a subset of its missing attribute values. Let ac(A′) be the acquisition cost of the
attribute values A′, which is assumed to be given in the cost-sensitive acquisition prob-
lem. The expected reduction in total cost for acquiring A′ is defined by:
E[rc(A′)] = (E[mc(x)]− E[mc(x + A′)])− ac(A′) (5.21)
My cost-sensitive attribute value acquisition algorithm is driven by the expected
reduction in total cost that can be achieved by acquiring missing attribute values in test
instances. This approach follows that of [Ling et al., 2006]. Here, I consider a strategy
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Algorithm 5.1 Cost-sensitive attribute value acquisition algorithm.
Input: A test instance x
1: loop
2: Select the attribute value xk ∈M(x) with the maximum E[rc({xk})]
3: if E[rc({xk})] ≤ 0 then
4: break
5: x← x + {xk} {Acquire the attribute value xk}
6: Classify x
of sequentially acquiring one attribute value in each iteration, until there is no more
attribute value xk with positive E[rc({xk})]. This acquisition algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 5.1.
I note that it is possible to employ batch acquisition strategies, where multiple at-
tributes are acquired in one go. However, as my focus in this work is the computation
of E[mc(x)] and E[mc(x+A′)], thereby facilitating the construction of a cost-sensitive
attribute value acquisition algorithm for a trained support vector machine, therefore I
leave batch acquisition strategies as future work.
5.6 Evaluation
In this section, I empirically establish the effectiveness of my acquisition algorithm.
I compared my cost-sensitive acquisition algorithm against a baseline that randomly
acquires a proportion (25%, 50%, or 75%) of the missing attribute values in each test
instance. This evaluation is performed separately on SVMs with three different kernels:
linear, polynomial, and radial basis function (RBF). The classifiers are made sensitive
to imbalanced misclassification costs by modifying the primal optimization problem, by
replacing the
∑N
i=1 εi part of the objective function with
∑N
i=1 λiεi, where λi is a weight
proportional to the misclassification cost of the training instance xi [Osuna et al., 1997].
I performed the experiments using ten commonly used datasets from the UCI ma-
chine learning repository [Asuncion and Newman, 2007], all of which consists of en-
tirely numeric or binary attributes. All datasets with more than two classes were con-
verted into two-class problems by merging classes. By convention, the minority class
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Dataset Description Attributes Instances Distribution
ECOLI Protein localization
sites
8 336 143 / 193
GLASS Glass identification 9 214 51 / 163
HEART Cleveland heart dis-
ease
13 303 139 / 164
HEPATITIS Hepatitis domain 34 351 126 / 225
IONOSPHERE Ionosphere radar data 34 351 126 / 225
PIMA Pima Indians diabetes 8 768 268 / 500
SONAR Sonar signals, mines
versus rocks
60 208 97 / 111
SPAM Emails spam detection 20 4601 1813 / 2788
THYROID Thyroid disease 20 3772 284 / 3488
WDBC Wisconsin diagnostic
breast cancer
30 569 212 / 357
Table 5.1: Summary of the datasets.
is set as the positive class. A summary of the datasets is given in Table 5.1. For each
dataset, I normalized the instances such that each attribute is supported on [−1,+1]
with mean 0, and split each dataset into equal-sized training and testing sets with the
same class distribution in each set. Following [Ling et al., 2006], I used the training set
as-is, and randomly mark a proportion (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, or 100%) of the attribute
values in the testing set as missing. At classification time, all unacquired missing at-
tribute values of a (normalized) test instance are replaced by the zero value before its
class is determined. I follow the protocol of [Ling et al., 2006] and set the misclassifica-
tion costs of a positive instance and a negative instance to be 600 and 200 respectively.
Where available, I used the acquisition costs supplied in [Turney, 1995]; and for the
remainder of the datasets, I set the acquisition cost of each attribute to be a random
number between 1 and 100. The evaluation measure is the total cost of acquisitions and
misclassifications.
In my experiments, I use the LIBSVM implementation for support vector machines
[Chang and Lin, 2001]. When training a classifier, five-fold cross validation is used to
perform parameter tuning. For each acquisition algorithm and classifier combination, I
repeat the training and testing process 20 times, and record the average total cost per test
instance. The results of my experiments are shown in Figure 5.2 for the linear kernel,
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Acquisition algorithm Proportion of missing attribute values
20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Linear kernel
Random (25%) p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01
Random (50%) p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01
Random (75%) p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01
Polynomial kernel
Random (25%) p < 0.05 p < 0.05 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01
Random (50%) p < 0.01 p < 0.05 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01
Random (75%) p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01
RBF kernel
Random (25%) p < 0.10 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01
Random (50%) p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01
Random (75%) p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01 p < 0.01
Table 5.2: p-values of the one-tail Wilcoxon signed-rank tests between my cost-
sensitive acquisition algorithm and random acquisition.
Figure 5.3 for the polynomial kernel, and Figure 5.4 for the RBF kernel.
The results show that generally, in all datasets, my cost-sensitive acquisition algo-
rithm can achieve a much lower total cost compared to randomly acquiring a proportion
of attribute values, especially when a greater proportion of attribute values is missing.
I found that my cost-sensitive acquisition algorithm may incur acquisition costs greater
or lesser than that of random acquisition, but my acquisition algorithm generally makes
suitable trade-offs between acquisitions and misclassifications, allowing total costs to
be minimized. I performed one-tail Wilcoxon signed-rank tests comparing the average
total costs of my cost-sensitive acquisition algorithm versus each of the three random
acquisition algorithms. The statistical significance tests were performed separately for
each of the three kernels (linear, polynomial, and RBF) and each of the five proportions
of missing attribute values (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%). The results of the signif-
icance tests are shown in Table 5.2, which indicates that the differences are statistically
significant in all classifiers. For the vast majority of the forty-five cases, I record a sig-
nificant difference at the p < 0.01 level, although four of them were significant only at
the p < 0.05 or p < 0.10 level. The statistical significance is seen for all of the linear,
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Figure 5.2: Average total cost per test instance for the linear kernel. Error bars indicate
one standard deviation.
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Figure 5.3: Average total cost per test instance for the polynomial kernel. Error bars
indicate one standard deviation.
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Figure 5.4: Average total cost per test instance for the RBF kernel. Error bars indicate
one standard deviation.
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polynomial, and RBF kernels.
In summary, my experiments have established that my acquisition algorithm is ef-
fective, when compared to random acquisition.
5.7 Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter, I described a general iterative framework for solving the cost-sensitive
attribute value acquisition problem. I proposed a realization of the framework when the
classifier is the support vector machine by computing the expected reduction in total
costs for acquiring attribute values. A key part in my algorithm is a method for es-
timating the classification certainty (hence the expected misclassification cost of a test
instance) with missing attribute values using the weight vector of the support vector ma-
chine. Another key aspect in this work is the generalization of my algorithms such that
they can be applied to support vector machines with arbitrary kernels, and not merely
limited to linear support vector machines as in others’ previous work. My experiments
show that my cost-sensitive acquisition algorithm is effective on the linear, polynomial,
and RBF kernels. The one-tail Wilcoxon signed-rank test shows that my improvements
are statistically significant against random acquisition.
This work assumes that the each attribute value in each test instance may be acquired
independently. However, when using Web-based resources to solve record matching
problems, where each test instance is a pair of records, this assumption is often not
true. Firstly, different test instances may share the same attribute value. For example,
all test instances that compare a record a against another record can contain the hit
count of a as an attribute value, therefore it needs to be acquired only once for all these
test instances. Secondly, different attribute values may be derived from a common
higher-level resource. For example, the search engine results of a query a may be used
to generate a multitude of different attribute values, such as the hit count of a, term
frequencies from the titles and snippets, as well as URL-related attribute values. In
Chapter 6, I present a hierarchical cost-sensitive resource acquisition framework that
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removes this limitation. However, the work presented in this chapter is used as a basis
in Chapter 7, where I construct benefit functions that are needed for the application of
my hierarchical resource acquisition framework.
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A Framework for Hierarchical
Cost-sensitive Web Resource Acquisition
6.1 Introduction
As seen in Chapter 3, acquiring web resources through a search engine can help record
matching algorithms improve their matching effectiveness. Such success can be seen
in problems across many domains, such as the related work described in Chapter 2.
However, whether explicitly stated in these works or not, obtaining search engine results
and downloading web page are time consuming processes. Further, search engines
often perform rate limiting. As of 2009 June, Google Search API limits the number
of queries one can make in a day to 1000, while Yahoo! Search API imposes a daily
limit of 5000. This means that for two lists of only 100 items each, if we send all
10,000 pairwise queries of the form a ∧ b to the Yahoo! Search API, then it would take
two days to execute. Thus, slow web accesses and rate limiting make acquiring such
web information a very time consuming process. This can cause significant bottlenecks
unless selective acquisition of web resources is done.
One of the most common approach to limit the cost of resource acquisitions while
achieving reasonable task performance is through blocking, which filters out obvious
mismatches and only performs matching on non-obvious record pairs (see e.g., [Win-
kler, 2006]). Successful applications of blocking can reduce the number of required
pairwise comparisons by a few orders of magnitude while achieving only a small re-
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duction in task performance [Goiser and Christen, 2006], and hence provide a signifi-
cant reduction in the required resource acquisitions. However, blocking techniques are
often ad-hoc domain-specific techniques and can be difficult to define properly; poor
blocking decisions can result in degraded performance through a large number of false
positives or false negatives [Goiser and Christen, 2006].
On the other hand, there is also a large pool of work that formulates such resource
acquisition problems into selective and cost-sensitive acquisition of missing attribute
values in a classification model (e.g., [Ling et al., 2006], [Saar-Tsechansky et al., 2009]).
While such works provide more principled acquisition algorithms, they generally do not
consider dependencies in resource acquisitions, and assume that resource acquisitions
are independent events across different instances. However, such assumptions are often
not true in the web resource context: in order to compute similarity metrics based on
results from search engines, one must acquire the search engine results first; and search
engine results for query q are available for all pairwise instances that compares q with
another query. Therefore, acquisition of some resources may enable the acquisition of
others, and an acquired resource may possibly be shared among multiple instances. Put
another way, resource acquisitions can have hierarchical dependencies.
Earlier, in Chapter 4, I proposed an adaptive querying framework where two al-
gorithms of different strengths, one stronger in matching performance, and one faster
in running time, are combined together into one with good performance and with rea-
sonable runtime. In this context, we can cast these two algorithms as producing two
different attributes for test instances, to be used by a classifier to determine whether
these instances represent matches or mismatches. Thus, another line of related work is
in the cost-sensitive acquisition of missing attribute values in instances, such as [Ling
et al., 2006; Saar-Tsechansky et al., 2009]. However, none of these works considered
the possibility of different instances sharing the same attribute values, or attribute values
in different instances being derived from the same resource, as commonly found in the
structure of record matching problems. In [Kanani and McCallum, 2007], the authors
solved a clustering problem expressed as a complete graph, and where additional web
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resources can be acquired and added as additional vertices in the graph. However, their
work only considered one kind of additional resource (search engine results) and did
not account for varying acquisition costs that differing resources may incur. Further,
another common issue in all of these cost-sensitive acquisition papers is that none of
them considered the hierarchical dependency of resources, such as the fact that web
page downloads depend on search engine results. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first to generalize the resource acquisition problem to handle the conditions
modeled in our framework.
In this chapter, my contributions are as follows:
1. I propose a framework for performing cost-sensitive resource acquisition prob-
lems with hierarchical dependences, through the use of a resource dependency
graph. My framework abstracts away from any specific problem instance, and I
show that a number of problems involving selective resource acquisitions can be
formulated using resource dependency graphs.
2. Given a resource dependency graph of a record matching problem, as well as a
benefit function for determining the benefit value for making particular resource
acquisitions, I propose an algorithm for making suitable resource acquisitions that
take the unique characteristics of such graphs into account. I cast the problem as a
combinatorial search problem, and my algorithm is an application of the widely-
studied Tabu search algorithm [Glover, 1990].
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, I describe my cost-sensitive
resource acquisition framework, as well as its possible applications. In Section 6.3, I
describe an algorithm for solving the generic resource acquisition problem in the con-
text of my framework. In Section 6.4, I conclude this chapter with a discussion.
This chapter deals with the framework itself. Two benefit functions that are suitable
for use in my framework when solving record matching problems is proposed in Chap-
ter 7. Evaluation of my framework in conjunction with the proposed benefit framework
is also performed in Chapter 7.
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6.2 Resource Acquisition Framework
My cost-sensitive resource acquisition framework is designed to be versatile, and can
handle a large variety of resource acquisition problems. Central to my framework is
the notion of a resource dependency graph. To aid my description, I use a simple
record matching example involving web-based resources as my running example. I
then expand on this example to illustrate how other record matching problems can be
mapped into my resource acquisition framework, by showing how the resource depen-
dency graphs can be constructed. I define our framework in this section, and propose
an algorithm for solving the acquisition problem in Section 6.3.
6.2.1 My Framework
I use a particular kind of record matching problem known as record linkage as my run-
ning example. Recall that in record linkage, the input is two lists A and B, and the aim
is to determine which record pairs (a, b) ∈ A×B are matches. For example, list A may
be a list of short forms, and list B may be a list of long forms. As illustrated earlier, we
may choose to query a search engine with the query strings a, b, or a ∧ b, and obtain
raw search engine results which I denote as search(a), search(b), and search(a ∧ b)
respectively. We can then form a test instance xa,b whose attribute values are informa-
tion extracted from these search engine results, and have a classifier determine whether
xa,b is a match or mismatch. For this running example, I do not assume that blocking
is performed, hence all instances xa,b for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B will need to be classi-
fied. For concreteness, let us say that each instance xa,b consists of four attribute values.
The first three are hitcount(a), hitcount(b), and hitcount(a ∧ b), representing the hit
counts (the number of web pages matching a query) returned by the search engine in
search(a), search(b), and search(a ∧ b) for the respective queries. The fourth is the
Dice coefficient computed by dice(a, b) = 2·hitcount(a∧b)
hitcount(a)+hitcount(b)
.
In this example, we can consider each of search(a), search(b), search(a ∧ b),
hitcount(a), hitcount(b), hitcount(a∧b), and dice(a, b) as a different type of resource
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that may be acquired. The acquisition costs of different resources are not uniform, in the
sense that querying a search engine to obtain search(a) takes significantly longer than
extracting hitcount(b) after search(a) is acquired. Also, we may not want to acquire
all resources, as the classifier may be able to classify an instance correctly if we only
acquire a subset of the attribute values in an instance. Further, some resource acqui-
sitions have dependencies: for example, acquiring hitcount(a) requires search(a) to
be acquired first. These dependencies can be captured in a resource dependency graph.
I now formalize the resource dependency graph and the resource acquisition problem.
Note that throughout this chapter and the next chapter, the terms vertex and resource
will be used interchangeably.
Definition 6.1 (Resource dependency graph). A resource dependency graph is a di-
rected acyclic graph G = (V,E), where each vertex in the vertex set V represents a
resource, and an edge u → v exists in the edge set E if resource u must be acquired
before v can be acquired. In other words, E encodes the dependencies between re-
source acquisitions: a vertex may be acquired only after all its ancestor vertices have
been acquired.
Definition 6.2 (Feasible vertex set). Given a resource dependency graph G = (V,E),
a set of vertices V ′ ⊆ V is called a feasible vertex set if for all vertices v ∈ V ′, we
have u → v implies that u ∈ V ′. That is, a feasible vertex set can be acquired without
violating any acquisition dependencies. I denote the set of all feasible vertex sets in the
graph G by F (G), with F (G) ⊆ 2V .
For this running example, the resource dependency graph corresponding to two lists
of 2 records each is depicted in Figure 6.1. Observe how some resources are common
to multiple instances, e.g., hitcount(a1) is a common resource in the instances xa1,b1
and xa1,b2 . Even in this simple case, the resource dependency graph already starts to
get complex. However, the structure of the resource dependency graph contains many
repeated patterns. Hence I represent the resource dependency graph for input lists of any
size using Figure 6.2, using a variant form of the plate notation introduced in [Buntine,
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Figure 6.1: Example resource dependency graph for two lists of 2 records each.
Figure 6.2: Structure of example resource dependency graph.
1994]. Here, the solid box labeled a means that the vertices inside the box are common
to all instances involving a, and likewise for the box labeled b. Hence, there are |A|
vertices of the form search(a) as opposed to |A|×|B| vertices of the form search(a∧b).
The dashed box indicates the vertices that form the attribute values of the test instance
xa,b.
Definition 6.3 (Resource acquisition problem). A resource acquisition problem takes
in the following as input:
• A resource dependency graph G = (V,E).
• An acquisition cost function cost : V → R+ ∪ {0}. I assume that cost(v) = 0
for any acquired vertex v.
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• A benefit function benefit : F (G) → R. I assume that benefit(∅) = 0 and
benefit(V ′) = benefit(V ′u), where V
′
u is the set of unacquired vertices in V
′.
• A vertex type function type : V → T , where T is a finite set of vertex types.
• A budget, denoted by budget.
The aim of the resource acquisition problem is to acquire a feasible subset of vertices
V ′ ∈ F (G), with cost(V ′) ≤ budget, such that the objective function obj(cost(V ′), benefit(V ′)),
expressed as a function of cost(V ′) and benefit(V ′), is maximized.
Two possible objective functions are obj(cost(V ′), benefit(V ′)) = benefit(V ′)−
cost(V ′) and obj(cost(V ′), benefit(V ′)) = benefit(V
′)
cost(V ′) . When the context is clear, I
will denote obj(cost(V ′), benefit(V ′)) by obj(V ′). For convenience, I also define the
following shorthand notations for the cost and benefit functions.
• For any feasible set of vertices V ′ ⊆ F (G), cost(V ′) =∑v∈V ′ cost(v).
• For any vertex v, benefit(v) = benefit({v}).
In this running example, there are six vertex types, corresponding to search(a),
search(b), search(a ∧ b), hitcount(a), hitcount(b), hitcount(a ∧ b), and dice(a, b).
Depending on problem requirements, we can scale the acquisition costs and benefit val-
ues appropriately. We may (empirically or otherwise) set the acquisition cost of each
search(·) vertex to 10 and the acquisition cost of all other vertices to 1, because search
engine results take significantly longer to obtain compared to extracting hit counts.
Also, as the classifier can only understand and process the attribute values in test in-
stances, search(a), search(b), and search(a ∧ b) will have zero benefit value since
these vertices are not part of any attribute values. More generally, a classification model
can accept values that are numeric but not raw search engine results. Also, if we use
obj(cost(V ′), benefit(V ′)) = benefit(V ′)−cost(V ′) as the objective function, we can
scale the acquisition costs and benefit values appropriately based on problem require-
ments. Thus we would like to acquire a suitable subset of vertices that maximizes the
benefit of acquiring these vertices while minimizing the total cost of acquiring them.
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In most problems, we can assume that the resource dependency graph and the ac-
quisition cost function are known and fixed. However, the benefit function is typically
only a heuristic that approximates to the true performance metric of the problem, be-
cause knowing the true benefit function entails knowing the solution set. For example,
in a record matching problem, we may want to minimize the total misclassification cost
of all instances or to maximize the F -measure of the matching instances, but the ben-
efit function may just return the estimated increase in classification confidence (scaled
appropriately) instead. Here, when I consider algorithms for solving the resource acqui-
sition problem, I will treat the benefit function to be an oracle whose inner workings are
unknown. However, good benefit functions should be monotonic or mostly monotonic,
i.e., benefit(V1 ∪ V2) ≥ benefit(V1) for most, if not all, of V1 and V2 that are feasible
subsets of the vertex set V , facilitating algorithms that acquires vertices in an incremen-
tal manner. In Chapter 7, I will define benefit functions in the context of classification
problems where missing attribute values in test instances may be acquired.
6.2.2 Applications
By modeling resource acquisition problems as resource dependency graphs, I have de-
fined my framework so it can be applied to various problem and solution settings. My
framework does not insist on having a classifier to classify test instances, as long as we
have a benefit function that indicates how useful vertices are. In the following, I sug-
gest how resource dependency graphs can be constructed for record matching problems
when additional types of resources and attributes are added, and when a variant of the
record linkage problem is encountered.
Term frequencies obtained from web pages. Term frequencies and TF-IDF val-
ues from documents such as web pages are information retrieval concepts that are com-
monly used in record matching applications. In this situation, for a query q, we can
add two types of resources to the resource dependency graph of the running example:
webpage(q), representing the set of web pages that may be downloaded from the URLs
in the top-k search engine results of search(q); and tf(q), representing the term fre-
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quencies of the terms found in the downloaded web pages webpage(q). Of course,
webpage(q) depends on search(q), and tf(q) depends on webpage(q). The term fre-
quencies in tf(·) can then be used as attribute values in the test instances. If TF-IDF
values are desired instead of term frequencies, then the tf(q) vertices can be replaced
by tfidf(q) vertices, with the document frequencies pre-calculated during a precom-
putation phase when the classification model is trained. Another alternative to using
such frequencies directly is to compute cosine similarity between the term frequency
or TF-IDF vectors; such cos(a, b) vertices can be added into the resource dependency
graph easily. For acquisition costs, if we assume that each web access has a cost of 10,
then we can assign a cost of 10k for each webpage(q) vertex and a cost of 1 to each of
the tf(q), tfidf(q), and cos(a, b) vertices.
Common n-grams. In Section 3.3, I observed that it is possible that the queries
formed from a list of records contain many common contiguous subsequences of tokens,
also known as n-grams. If a particular n-gram is shared by at least k of the queries, then
it is possible that querying this n-gram may produce results for all these queries, and
hence we can save on the number of queries if we query on these n-grams using a
query probing approach instead of the individual queries. As such, we may construct a
vertex search(g) for each n-gram g that occurs in at least k of the original queries, with
additional vertices of the form value(q, g) for information extracted from search(g)
pertaining to the original query q.
Clustering. Another common form of record matching takes in a list L as input and
determines which record pairs (a, b) ∈ L×L are matches. The building of the resource
dependency graph is analogous to that of record linkage. However, instances in cluster-
ing problems are symmetric, i.e., xa,b and xb,a are equivalent. Hence, when constructing
an instance xa,b, hitcount(a) and hitcount(b) make poor attribute values because the
equivalent instance xb,a would have the positions of these two attribute values inter-
changed, confusing classifiers such as linear support vector machines. Instead, we can
create two new vertices for the smaller and larger of hitcount(a) and hitcount(b), and
use them as attribute values instead.
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Blocking. It is possible to apply my record acquisition framework after blocking
is performed on the input. Effectively, blocking causes some vertices and edges to be
pruned from the original resource dependency graph. For each test instance xa,b that
is pruned, we can delete the vertices search(a ∧ b), hitcount(a ∧ b), and dice(a ∧ b)
and their associated edges from the resource dependency graph. Further, if all instances
involving a record a ∈ A are pruned, then we can delete search(a) and hitcount(a) as
well.
6.2.3 Observations on Graph Structure of Record Matching Prob-
lems
The careful reader may discern some regularity in the structure of resource dependency
graphs that model web resource acquisition. I make some observations about this struc-
ture that informs my proposed acquisition algorithm in the next section.
The first observation I make is that the depth of a typical resource dependency graph
of a web resource acquisition problem is shallow, usually of depth 2 to 4. (The depth
of a directed acyclic graph G is defined as the number of vertices in the longest di-
rected path in G with no repeated vertices.) Further, the vertices at or near the roots
are often the results of costly web queries but with zero benefit value (e.g., search(·)
and webpage(·)), while the vertices at or near the leaves are typically attribute values
that can be extracted from the raw information at negligible costs (e.g., hitcount(·)).
Given this structure, many resource dependency graphs can be restructured as hierar-
chies with depth 2, where the root level mainly consists of vertices that are costly to
acquire and the leaf level mainly consists of vertices that can be acquired very cheaply.
For example, if the original graph contains the edges search(a) → webpage(a) and
webpage(a) → tfidf(a), then we can restructure the edges as search(a) → tfidf(a)
and webpage(a) → tfidf(a). This does not change the problem at all because ac-
quiring tfidf(a) still requires acquiring both search(a) and webpage(a), and merely
acquiring webpage(a) without tfidf(a) is useless and produces a suboptimal solution.
As another example, consider the original running example of Figure 6.2. Because
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Figure 6.3: Example resource dependency graph with alternative structure for two lists
of 2 records each.
Figure 6.4: Alternative structure of example resource dependency graph.
all of hitcount(a), hitcount(b), hitcount(a ∧ b), and dice(a, b) can be acquired very
cheaply given the search engine results, we can collapse these vertices yielding a two-
layer graph as shown in Figure 6.4 that approximates the original with little difference,
since the acquisition costs are dominated by search(a), search(b), and search(a ∧ b).
The next observation is that the vertex out-degree may vary widely. To illustrate this
observation we again consider the resource dependency graph of Figure 6.4. A vertex
for search(a ∧ b) for a ∈ A and b ∈ B typically only have very few child vertices,
such as hitcount(a ∧ b). On the other hand, a vertex for search(a) can have at least
O(|B|) descendant vertices such as dice(a, b). Therefore, resource dependency graphs
have bushy topologies.
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6.3 Solving the Resource Acquisition Problem for Record
Matching
The resource acquisition problem aims to find a subset of vertices V ′ ⊆ V to acquire
such that the objective function obj(V ′) is maximized. This is essentially a combina-
torial search problem over all subsets of V . However, a brute-force enumeration of
all feasible subsets of V is prohibitively expensive even for a moderate-sized graph
G. Even for the simple resource dependency graph for linking two lists of 2 records
each as shown in Figure 6.3, if we consider only the leaf vertices that are attribute val-
ues in the test instances, there are already 212 possible acquisition decisions (there are
12 leaf vertices and each vertex may either be acquired or not acquired). More gen-
erally, this resource dependency graph has the structure of Figure 6.4, meaning that
2|A|×2|B|×4|A|×|B| possible acquisition decisions if we consider only the leaf vertices.
Owing to the exponential number of possible acquisition decisions, it is completely
infeasible to perform exhaustive search. Therefore, I need to employ some form of
heuristic search.
In my heuristic search algorithm, I use F (G), the set of feasible subsets of the vertex
set V , as my state space. We denote the current state by V ′, and set V ′ = ∅ as my initial
state. For the set of legal moves that can be applied to the current state to bring it to
another state, I restrict them to functions that add or remove vertices to reduce the search
space, which I describe later. However, the unique structure of the resource dependency
graph and the benefit function in record matching problems poses special difficulty as
it is easy for the search algorithm to get stuck in local maxima. As an example consider
the resource dependency graph of Figure 6.4, where only the leaf vertices have positive
benefit value and each of them has benefit greater than cost. Starting from an initial,
empty state V ′ = ∅, suppose I only add or remove a single vertex such that the new
state is a feasible vertex set. Then this empty state V ′ is a local maximum since only
search(·) vertices can be added, which only incurs cost but no benefit. Further, when
the search algorithm allows visiting states with such lower objective values, there is no
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guidance on which search(·) vertex to add. Let us say search(a) (for some a ∈ A)
was added to the current state and one of the best vertex to acquire is hitcount(b) (for
some b ∈ B). Then it is easy for the algorithm to add hitcount(a) into the current state
and get stuck in another local maxima. With a large number of local maxima, it is easy
for search algorithms to keep revisiting the states around local maxima.
A solution must be able to address these topological issues in our web acquisition
dependency graphs. I tackle these issues in the following ways:
1. I apply a widely-studied metaheuristic search algorithm known as Tabu search
[Glover, 1990]. This search algorithm avoids revisiting the same states, allowing
a better exploration of the state space.
2. I define a set of legal moves that are more intelligent. These moves allow the
search algorithm to reach a state that includes the leaf vertices faster.
3. I introduce a surrogate benefit function that propagates the benefit values from
the leaf vertices upwards to the root vertices. This guides the search algorithm
towards vertices with the highest benefit values.
6.3.1 Application of Tabu Search
I first describe my application of Tabu search [Glover, 1990]. Tabu search can be seen
as a modification of simple hill climbing with a mechanism to avoid revisiting states and
to escape local maxima. It has been applied successfully in a number of combinatorial
search problems. Applications of Tabu search in recent years include clique partition-
ing problems [Kochenberger et al., 2005], training multilayer feed-forward neural net-
works [Glover and Martı´, 2006], vehicle routing problems [Archetti et al., 2006], gen-
eralized minimum spanning tree problems, [O¨ncan et al., 2008], and three-dimensional
bin packing problems [Crainic et al., 2009].
In simple hill climbing, one has the notion of the current state and a set of legal
moves. A move, when applied to the current state, generates a new state that is a neigh-
bor of the current state. In each iteration, simple hill climbing chooses the move that
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leads to the neighboring state with the highest objective value, and sets that neighboring
state to be the new current state. However, simple hill climbing is prone to getting stuck
in local maxima and plateaus. Tabu search extends on the idea of simple hill climbing
by adding in Tabu list, which stores the moves that are prohibited, or marked as Tabu.
More specifically, when a particular move is applied at some iteration, the move(s) that
undo the effect of the applied move will be placed in the Tabu list for a set number of
iterations known as the Tabu tenure. This prevents the search process to repeatedly visit
the same states and encourages exploration of the state space. However, as an exception,
Tabu search allows a Tabu move to be applied to the current state if the resultant state
has an objective value that is better than the states that have been visited so far. This as-
piration criterion is applied because the resultant state is obviously an unexplored state.
I stop the Tabu search when a certain number of consecutive iterations have occurred
without improvement in the best objective value. I then acquire the vertices in the state
with the highest objective value.
6.3.2 Legal Moves
The next key aspect in my design is to provide a relatively small number of potentially
useful legal moves from the current state V ′ to reduce the search space in such large
resource dependency graphs, because an improper set of legal moves can lead to a very
large search space, possibly exponential in size. For V ′ 6= ∅, let D(V ′) be the set of
children vertices of vertices in V ′ that are also not in V ′. For example, in Figure 6.4,
D({search(a)}) contain the hitcount(a) vertex and all dice(a, b) vertices. For V ′ = ∅,
let D(V ′) to be the set of root vertices in G instead. The legal moves in my framework
are:
• Add(v): For a vertex v ∈ D(V ′), add v and all its ancestors to V ′.
• Remove(v): For a vertex v ∈ V ′, remove v and all its descendants from V ′.
• AddType(t): For a vertex type t ∈ T , construct an arbitrary maximum subset of
vertices U ⊆ D(V ′) with vertex type t, such that the acquisition cost of V ′, U ,
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and the ancestors of U does not exceed budget. Then add all the vertices in U
and their ancestors to V ′.
Note that all of these moves have the potential to batch add or remove multiple
vertices in one operation. The aim for defining the Add(v) and Remove(v) this way
is to allow the search algorithm reach the vertices with high benefit values more easily.
For example, in Figure 6.4, if the current state V ′ has a vertex search(a), it might be
worthwhile to add dice(a, b) as well, but this move would not be possible if I define the
legal moves to add only one vertex at a time unless the current state already contains
search(b) and search(a ∧ b) as well. Finally, AddType(t) allows as many descendant
vertices of the same type to be added as possible, because there are cases where the true
benefit comes from acquiring one costly root vertex and many cheap leaf vertices rather
than one costly vertex and only one cheap leaf vertex. As for the Tabu moves, whenever
a move adds a set of vertices V ′′ to the current state, I add any move that removes any
vertex in V ′′ to the Tabu list; and whenever a move removes a set of vertices V ′′ from
the current state, I add any move that adds any vertex in V ′′ to the Tabu list.
6.3.3 Surrogate Benefit Function
Having defined the set of legal moves, I now turn to the question of how to choose a
move from the current state V ′. Many of the root vertices share the same acquisition
cost and have zero benefit, giving no guidance on which root vertices lead to the best
leaf vertices. Therefore, I propagate benefit values upwards from the leaf vertices to the
root vertices, by repeatedly propagating from vertices to edges and then from edges to
vertices. This allows me to define a surrogate benefit function surr-benefit(V ′, V ′′)
for the case when a subset of vertices V ′′ is added to the current state V ′ that takes
into account the benefit values propagated from the descendant vertices of V ′′. Us-
ing this surrogate benefit function, I can then define a surrogate objective function
surr-obj(V ′, V ′′) that I use to select the best legal move to reach the next state.
Two questions need to be addressed when defining the surrogate benefit function.
Firstly, how much benefit value should we propagate upwards? While propagating
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nothing results in the aforementioned problem, propagating everything results in the
algorithm believing that it is sufficient to acquire only the root vertices, and not any of
the leaf vertices where the attribute values are. Secondly, when a vertex v has multiple
children and each child vertex propagates benefit values to v, which of these propagated
benefit values should be aggregated into the surrogate benefit value of v? This poses a
problem if v has many children, but either none of them or only a portion of the child
vertices are useful. If we aggregate the propagated benefit values from all of them,
then we overestimate the actual benefit value because not all child vertices should be
acquired. On the other hand, if we aggregate only from one child vertex and ignore the
rest, then we run the risk of not acquiring v if it actually contains many useful children.
To control both aspects, I use a propagation factor λ and an aggregation factor β, with
0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1.
Definition 6.4 (Propagated benefit function). Let 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 be a propagation factor
and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 be an aggregation factor. For a vertex v ∈ V , let pa(v) and ch(v) be
the parent and child vertices of v respectively. I define the following recursively:
• The propagated benefit of a vertex v ∈ V is:









• The propagated benefit of an edge u→ v ∈ E is:
prop-benefit(u→ v) = λ · (prop-benefit(v)− cost(v))|pa(v)|
For a leaf vertex v, we have prop-benefit(v) = benefit(v). This allows us to
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precompute all the propagated benefits as an efficient preprocessing step, using dynamic
programming, computing from the leaves towards the root.
Definition 6.5 (Surrogate benefit function). Suppose the current state is V ′ ∈ F (G).
Let V ′′ ⊂ V \ V ′ be a set of vertices such that V ′ ∪ V ′′ ∈ F (G) is a feasible subset of
G. Let E ′(V ′, V ′′) be the set of edges v → u with v ∈ V ′′ and u ∈ V \ (V ′∪V ′′). Then
the surrogate benefit function of adding V ′′ to the current state V ′ is:




My surrogate benefit function surr-benefit(V ′, V ′′) has two arguments V ′ and V ′′,
as opposed to using just a single V ′ argument. This allows the function to “forget” the
propagated benefit values of V ′′ when the Tabu search moves to the new state V ′ ∪ V ′′
when the actual benefit value of V ′′ is zero.
Definition 6.6 (Surrogate objective function). Suppose the current state is V ′ ∈ F (G).
• The surrogate objective function of adding a set of vertices V ′′ ⊂ V \ V ′ to the
current state V ′, such that the new state V ′∪V ′′ ∈ F (G) is also a feasible subset of
vertices inG, is defined as surr-obj(V ′, V ′′) = obj(cost(V ′′), surr-benefit(V ′, V ′′)).
• The surrogate objective function of removing a set of vertices V ′′ ⊂ V ′ from the
current state V ′, such that the new state V ′\V ′′ ∈ F (G) is also a feasible subset of
vertices in G, is defined as surr-obj(V ′, V ′′) = −obj(cost(V ′′), benefit(V ′′)).
Thus, in the current state V ′, the Tabu search algorithm selects a legal move that adds
or removes the vertices V ′′ with the maximum surrogate objective value surr-obj(V ′, V ′′)
from the moves that are either non-Tabu or which pass the aspiration criterion. To allow
greater exploration of the state space, I allow the Tabu search to enter a state V ′ whose
total cost exceeds the budget, but I subtract from the surrogate objective value and ob-
jective value a large penalty proportional to budget−cost(V ′). When the search process
terminates, I acquire the vertex set V ′ with the maximum objective value obj(V ′, V ′′).
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6.4 Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter, I introduced the hierarchical cost-sensitive resource acquisition frame-
work. Key in this framework is the notion of the resource dependency graph, which cap-
tures the hierarchical dependencies of resource acquisitions typically seen in a record
matching problem involving Web based resources. My framework is versatile and can
be applied to many kinds of problems. Next, I characterized the challenging nature of
resource dependency graphs seen in record matching problem involving Web based re-
sources. To solve these challenging topological issues, I applied the metaheuristic Tabu
search algorithm to allow a better exploration of the search space. To guide the search
algorithm to select resources to acquire, I also defined a set of legal moves, as well
as a surrogate benefit function that propagates the benefit values from the leaf vertices
upwards to the root vertices.
In Chapter 7, I will introduce two benefit functions that can be used in my resource
acquisition framework, when applied to record matching problems involving Web based
resources. Evaluation of my resource acquisition framework will also be performed in
the context of these two benefit functions.
Depending on the dataset, the resource dependency graph can be large. In my exper-
iments, I have a resource dependency graph with over a million vertices and a million
edges for an author disambiguation problem involving a few hundred ambiguous author
names. With respect to large graphs, it has been suggested that the graph be generated
incrementally as the algorithm progresses, thereby avoiding a potentially quadratic cost
in constructing the graph. However, graph generation is very computationally cheap
when compared to the amount of time required to perform search engine queries. For
the largest dataset in my experiments, generating the resource dependency graph is only
in the order of minutes. This renders the incremental generation of graphs unnecessary
in my experiments, although of potential interest in future work if dealing with input
resource dependency graphs that are very much larger than used here.
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Chapter 7
Benefit Functions for Record Matching in
the Resource Acquisition Framework
7.1 Introduction
To use the hierarchical cost-sensitive resource acquisition framework of Chapter 6, a
cost function and a benefit function need to be supplied. Usually, the cost function is
already provided, or a suitable one can be easily estimated or engineered. However,
coming out with an appropriate benefit function can be a challenge.
The design of an appropriate benefit function will typically depend on the evaluation
measure that is used. For record matching problems, a common practice is to construct
test instances for some or all of the record pairs, and classify each test instance as a
match or a mismatch. As such, evaluation measures that measure the quality of (binary)
classifications is often used. Such measures include total misclassification cost of the
test instances and the F1 measure of the match class. However, the classes of the test
instances are unknown during test time. Hence, the benefit function will be an estimated
improvement in the evaluation measure for resource acquisitions, such as the expected
decrease in total misclassification cost, or the expected increase in F1 measure.
By considering the problem at the instance level, it becomes very related to cost-
sensitive attribute value acquisition for classification problems. Unfortunately, while
there is a significant pool of work in cost-sensitive selective acquisition, much of these
works use decision trees as their classifier (e.g., [Ling et al., 2006], [Davis et al., 2006]),
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and these works only consider acquiring only a single attribute value per iteration and
dictates the order which these values may be acquired. These make cost-sensitive de-
cision trees unsuitable for my problem, since I needed a method to return an estimate
of the reduction in misclassification cost if an arbitrary subset of attribute values in a
test instance is acquired, which is not provided by any prior work I am aware of. At the
same time, the related work in Chapter 2 demonstrated the effectiveness of the support
vector machine classifier in many record matching problems, which motivated my work
on cost-sensitive support vector machine in Chapter 5. The way I constructed my cost-
sensitive support vector machine is specifically crafted to be a natural building block
for the construction of one of the benefit functions in this chapter.
In this chapter, I propose two different benefit functions for two different evaluation
measures.
1. The first benefit function is catered for the support vector machine classifier when
the evaluation measure is the total cost of misclassifications.
2. The second benefit function is designed for the case when the evaluation measure
is the F1 measure. It requires the classifier to be able to return classification
certainty values for before and after acquiring some subset of resources.
The initial work focused on the first benefit function, which is easier because the benefit
function for acquiring vertices can easily be decomposed into separate benefit functions,
each for one test instance. However, the F1 measure is more commonly used compared
to the total misclassification cost. To make my overall framework applicable for the
F1 evaluation measure, I expanded my work to include the second benefit function.
Designing the second benefit function is more challenging, because the F1 measure is
computed from all test instances in the testing set, as opposed to simple summation for
total misclassification cost.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, I describe the first benefit func-
tion. In Section 7.3, I describe the second benefit function. In Section 7.4, I evaluate my
hierarchical cost-sensitive resource acquisition framework of Chapter 6 in the context
of these two benefit functions. In Section 7.5, I conclude this chapter.
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7.2 A Support Vector Machine based Benefit Function
for Total Misclassification Cost
I first consider the case when the evaluation measure is the total misclassification costs
of the test instances. In this setting, it is very straightforward to adapt the cost-sensitive
support vector machine of Chapter 5 to construct a benefit function for record matching
problems in my resource acquisition framework.
Again, I start by considering a test instance x with missing attribute values, as well
as considering the acquisition of a subset A′ ⊆ M(x) of its missing attribute values.
In Chapter 5, I have described how the expected misclassification costs E[mc(x)] and
E[mc(x+A′)] can be computed when the classifier is a support vector machine. Using
these quantities, I can follow the approach of [Ling et al., 2006] and define the benefit
of A′ to be the expected decrease in misclassification cost of x for acquiring A′.
Definition 7.1 (Benefit of acquiring attribute values). Let x be a test instance and let
A′ ⊆ M(x) be a subset of its missing attribute values. The benefit of acquiring A′ is
defined as the expected decrease in misclassification cost of x for acquiring A′:
benefit(x, A′) = E[mc(x)]− E[mc(x + A′)] (7.1)
Now, I return to my resource acquisition framework as applied to record matching
problems, and recall that the aim is to come out with a benefit function for the acquisi-
tion of a subset of vertices V ′ in the resource dependency graph.
Firstly, I assume that the classification of test instances are independent of each
other. This assumption importantly allows me to decompose the benefit function for
a set of vertices V ′ into separate benefit functions for V ′ with respect to different test
instances x.
Definition 7.2 (Benefit function). Let G be a resource dependency graph and V ′ be a
feasible subset of vertices in G. Let I(V ′) be the set of test instances that contain one
or more vertices in V ′ as attribute values, and let A(V ′,x) denote the attribute values of
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Figure 7.1: Example resource dependency graph for two lists of 2 records each.




benefit(x, A(V ′,x)) (7.2)
To illustrate the above definition, consider the resource dependency graph of Fig-
ure 6.1 in the running example of Chapter 6. For convenience, it is reproduced here
as Figure 7.1. Here, the attribute values for each test instance xai,bj are hitcount(ai),
hitcount(bj), hitcount(ai∧ bj), and dice(ai, bj), for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2. Suppose search(a1)
and search(b1) have been acquired, and now we want to compute benefit(V ′) for
V ′ = {hitcount(a1), hitcount(b1)}. Then I(V ′) = {xa1,b1 ,xa1,b2 ,xa2,b1}, and we have
A(V ′,xa1,b1) = {hitcount(a1), hitcount(b1)}, A(V ′,xa1,b2) = {hitcount(a1)}, and
A(V ′,xa2,b1) = {hitcount(b1)}. Thus, the benefit of V ′ is:
benefit(V ′) =benefit(xa1,b1 , {hitcount(a1), hitcount(b1)}) (7.3)
+ benefit(xa1,b2 , {hitcount(a1)})
+ benefit(xa2,b1 , {hitcount(b1)})
This completes the application of my resource acquisition framework to record
matching problems where a support vector machine is used to classify whether record
pairs are matches or otherwise, and when the evaluation measure is the total misclassi-
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fication cost.
7.3 A Benefit Function for the F1 Evaluation Measure
Here, I consider the F1 measure of the match class as the evaluation measure. The for-
mulation of the F1 measure is sufficiently non-trivial that we cannot simply decompose
the benefit function for a set of vertices by itself into separate benefit functions, each for
a test instance. There are other such non-trivial evaluation measures, such as B-cubed,
and I believe that the ideas in this section can be ported to other evaluation measures
of such nature. Unlike the support vector machine based benefit function, which as-
sumed the availability of expected misclassification costs, here I assume the availability
of the probability of classifications, which is available in a large number of different
classifiers.
For ease of reference, I repeat the definition of the F1 measure here. Suppose there
are N test instances, of which a instances are true matches that are classified correctly,
b instances are true matches that are misclassified as mismatches, c instances are true
mismatches that are classified correctly, and d instances are true mismatches that are
misclassified as matches, and thus N = a+ b+ c+ d. The precision P and recall R of









The F1 measure is then the harmonic mean of the precision and recall:
F1 =
2 · P ·R
P +R
(7.6)
The key problem here is then to estimate the expected F1 measure when the true
matches and mismatches are unknown, before and after the acquisition of attribute val-
ues. Here, I assume that the classifier is able to estimate the certainty of its classifi-
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cations in the form of probability values, before and after acquisition of an arbitrary
subset of its attribute values. Let p+(x) and p−(x) be the respective certainties of a test
instance x being a match and mismatch, with p+(x) + p−(x) = 1. As in Section 7.2, I
assume that the classification of test instances are independent of each other. I now use
p+(·) and p−(·) as a proxy to estimate precision and recall, and hence the F1 measure.
Definition 7.3 (Expected F1 measure). LetX be the collection of all the test instances
in the test set, divided into the subsets X+ and X− of test instances which are classi-
fied as matches and mismatches respectively. Define E[a(X)], E[b(X)], E[c(X)], and
E[d(X)] to be the respective expected number of test instances that are (a) true matches
that are classified correctly, (b) true matches that are misclassified as mismatches, (c)
true mismatches that are classified correctly, and (d) true mismatches that are misclas-


























The expected F1 measure is defined by:
E[F1(X)] =
2 · E[P (X)] · E[R(X)]
E[P (X)] + E[R(X)]
(7.13)
Definition 7.4 (Expected F1 measure after resource acquisitions). LetG be a resource
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dependency graph and V ′ be a feasible subset of vertices in G. Let X be the collection
of all the test instances in the test set, and let X + V ′ denote the test instances with
V ′ acquired. Let A(V ′,x) denote the attribute values of the test instance x that are
contained in V ′. I define the following in an analogous manner:










E[c(X + V ′)] =
∑
x∈X−
p−(x + A(V ′,x)) (7.16)
E[d(X + V ′)] =
∑
x∈X+
p−(x + A(V ′,x)) (7.17)
The expected precision and expected recall after acquiring V ′ are defined as follows:
E[P (X + V ′)] =
E[a(X + V ′)]
E[a(X + V ′)] + E[d(X + V ′)]
(7.18)
E[R(X + V ′)] =
E[a(X + V ′)]
E[a(X + V ′)] + E[b(X + V ′)]
(7.19)
The expected F1 measure after acquiring V ′ is defined by:
E[F1(X + V
′)] =
2 · E[P (X + V ′)] · E[R(X + V ′)]
E[P (X + V ′)] + E[R(X + V ′)]
(7.20)
Definition 7.5 (Benefit function). The benefit of V ′ is defined as the expected increase
in F1 measure for acquiring V ′:
benefit(V ′) = E[F1(X + V ′)]− E[F1(X)] (7.21)
This benefit function allows me to apply my resource acquisition framework to
record matching problems where the evaluation measure is theF1 measure of the matches.
As an alternative to the F1 measure of the match class, we can also consider the
average F1 measure of the match class and the mismatch class. In this case, the benefit
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function just defined can easily be modified to compute the expected increase in average
F1 measure instead of the expected increase in F1 measure of only the match class.
In the evaluation that follows, I used a support vector machine as my classifier, both
for convenience as well as making results more comparable. The support vector ma-
chine can output expected classification certainties in the form of posterior probabilities,
as explained in Section 5.3. However, it is important to note that any other classifier that
is able to predict expected classification certainties can be used as well.
7.4 Evaluation
Having proposed these two benefit functions, I can now evaluate my proposed hierar-
chical cost-sensitive resource acquisition algorithm.
7.4.1 Datasets
I evaluated my algorithm on three datasets in two different problems with important
real-world applications. The first two datasets, SL-GENOMES and SL-DBLP, are
datasets for the task of matching a list of short forms SF to a list of long forms LF ,
such as “KDD” to “Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining” and “WI-IAT” to “In-
ternational Conference on Web Intelligence and International Conference on Intelli-
gent Agent Technology”. These two datasets were described in Section 3.3 and have
very different characteristics. The third dataset, AUTHOR-DBLP, is a dataset for au-
thor name disambiguation. This dataset is created by randomly selecting 352 author
names from DBLP, and is essentially a much larger version of the dataset used in Sec-
tion 3.2. The task can be seen as clustering the publication records of each ambiguous
author name. More specifically, the input is L1, . . . , Ln, where each Li is a list of
publication records containing the author name si which may represent one or more
individuals. The clustering-style task here is to determine which pairs of publication
records (a, b) ∈ Li belongs to the same individual. One important aspect of this author
name disambiguation dataset is that test instances in this dataset are symmetric, in the
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SL-DBLP
Description: DBLP conference and workshop titles
Source: http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db/conf/indexa.html
Query: “〈title〉” conference OR conferences OR workshop OR workshops
SL-GENOMES
Description: Human genome acronym list
Source: http://www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/Human Genome/acronym.shtml
Query: “〈title〉” genome OR genomes
AUTHOR-DBLP
Description: Author name disambiguation of publications in DBLP
Source: http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
Query: “〈title〉”
Table 7.1: Descriptions and sources of the evaluation datasets, as well as the form of
queries made.
Dataset SL-GENOMES SL-DBLP AUTHOR-DBLP
Test instances 23,409 213,444 27,046
Matching pairs 307 926 20,582
Vertices 117,657 1,069,068 302,266
Edges 140,760 1,281,588 595,012
Misclassification cost 50 / 500 50 / 1,500 1,000 / 200
Table 7.2: Statistics of the evaluation datasets.
sense that xa,b is the same test instance as xb,a. This is due to this problem being of
a clustering-style problem, which is very different from the record linkage problem of
matching short forms to long forms.
The sources and the form of queries used for web acquisitions for each of these three
datasets are shown in Table 7.1, with their characteristics summarized in Table 7.2. The
resource dependency graphs of these datasets are shown in Figure 7.2, with the vertex
labels described in Table 7.3. The attribute values in the test instances reflect typical
attribute values used in related work. I used Google SOAP Search API and retrieved the
top-10 results for each query. For SL-GENOMES and SL-DBLP, each query is made up
of a short form or a long form plus a few domain specific keywords to promote results
of that domain. For AUTHOR-DBLP, each query is the title of a publication record.
Each dataset is split into equal training and testing halves; the training half is used to
train a linear support vector machine and the resource dependency graph is built on the
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(a) Structure of resource dependency graph for SL-GENOMES
and SL-DBLP.
(b) Structure of resource dependency graph for AUTHOR-DBLP.
Figure 7.2: Structure of resource dependency graphs. Dotted vertices indicate pre-
acquired vertices before starting the acquisition algorithm.
testing half and evaluated. During training, five-fold cross-validation is performed on
the training instances to find the optimal regularization parameter of the support vector
machine, and the same trained support vector machine classifier is used to classify test
instances for all the algorithms I evaluated. For AUTHOR-DBLP, all coauthor(·, ·) and
titletfidf(·, ·) vertices were pre-acquired prior to executing the acquisition algorithm.
Note that SL-DBLP has a large resource dependency graph with over 1 million vertices
and 1 million edges.
For my experiments, I set the acquisition costs of each search(·), webpage(·), and
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Label Description
search(a) Top-10 search engine results for the query a.
webpage(a) Web pages at URLs in search(a).
hitcount(a) Hit count returned by search(a).
minhitcount(a, b) Minimum of hitcount(a) and hitcount(b).
maxhitcount(a, b) Maximum of hitcount(a) and hitcount(b).
snippetcount(a→ b) Number of snippets in search(a) containing
the term b.
snippetcount(a← b) Number of snippets in search(b) containing
the term a.
minsnippetcount(a, b) Minimum of snippetcount(a → b) and
snippetcount(a← b).








snippettfidf(a, b) TF-IDF cosine similarity between the tokens
of the snippets in search(a) and search(b).
webpagetfidf(a, b) TF-IDF cosine similarity between the tokens
of the web pages in search(a) and search(b).
titletfidf(a, b) TF-IDF cosine similarity between the tokens
of the titles of the publication records a and
b.
coauthors(a, b) Number of common coauthors between the
publication records a and b.
Table 7.3: Description of vertex labels in resource dependency graphs.
other unacquired vertex to 10, 100, and 1 respectively. This is because search engine
queries take significantly longer to execute than extracting an attribute value, and down-
loading the top-10 web pages requires ten web accesses compared to a search engine
query. Note that with this setting of acquisition costs, all vertices of the same type have
the same acquisition cost.
7.4.2 Experimental Setup
For consistency in my experiments within each dataset, I used the same trained linear
support vector machine model for all algorithms I evaluated. Also, the same trained
model is used for the two benefit functions I developed in this chapter. As my focus
is to validate my acquisition framework and not on parameter tuning, I simply selected
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parameter values found to be effective for my algorithm. Additionally, I observed that
my algorithm is not sensitive to changes in parameter values. For my Tabu search based
algorithm, I use a static Tabu tenure of 7 (used in many other Tabu search applica-
tions), terminate the algorithm when 20 consecutive iterations have occurred without
an increase in the objective value, use a propagation factor λ of 0.5, and an aggregation
factor β of 0.1.
I evaluated my algorithm against five baselines:
• Random. This algorithm acquires vertices at random until the budget is reached.
• Least cost. This algorithm acquires vertices with the least cost until the budget is
reached.
• Best benefit. This algorithm acquires the vertices with the best benefit until the
budget is reached.
• Best cost-benefit ratio. This algorithm acquires the vertices with the best benefit
to cost ratio until the budget is reached.
• Best type. This algorithm acquires the maximum number of vertices of one type
not exceeding the budget that maximizes the objective value.
I evaluated each algorithm by starting with a resource dependency graph with no
vertices acquired, and then I execute the algorithm for a number of iterations. In
each iteration, Each time, the algorithm will be executed with a budget of 100 for SL-
GENOMES and SL-DBLP, and a budget of 1,000 for AUTHOR-DBLP. At the end of
each execution, I recorded the cumulative acquisition cost of all the vertices acquired so
far, as well as its benefit value, giving one data point. All data points for each algorithm
are then plotted on a chart of total misclassification cost against total acquisition cost.
These charts allow us to compare the performance of the different algorithms.
I also include in these charts a line labeled Manual, which estimates the best pos-
sible performance. This manual process is performed with the knowledge of which
attribute value acquisitions will allow which test instances to be correctly classified by
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the classifier. I manually acquired vertices that allowed all instances to be correctly
classified while keeping acquisition costs as low as possible, taking advantage of an ob-
servation that the required acquisitions for many of the instances fall into a few patterns.
This produces one data point, which I joined with the data point where no resource ac-
quisitions have taken place. Naturally, this manual process, guided by expert domain
knowledge, will likely outperform any automated algorithm.
7.4.3 Results
The various acquisition algorithms are evaluated on both benefit functions defined in
this chapter.
I first perform experiments using the total misclassification cost as the evaluation
measure. Here, the objective function used is obj(cost(V ′), benefit(V ′)) = benefit(V ′)−
cost(V ′), with the benefit function defined in Section 7.2. The misclassification costs
of test instances are given in Table 7.2, which are assigned based on the relative ratios
of matches to mismatches in these datasets.
The results are shown in Figure 7.3. It is desirable for an algorithm to incur less
misclassification cost using less acquisition cost. From these charts, it can be seen that
my algorithm significantly outperforms all the baseline algorithms I evaluated against.
For the purposes of comparison, I consider the second best algorithm to be the baseline
algorithm that gives the least total misclassification cost at any amount of total acquisi-
tion cost. In each of the three datasets, both the one-tail Wilcoxon signed-rank test and
the one-tail sign test indicates a significant difference between my algorithm and the
second best algorithm at the p < 0.0001 level. My algorithm is able to reduce the total
cost of misclassifications as resource acquisitions are made.
I now consider how much my algorithm improves over the second best algorithm,
by considering (a) the difference in misclassification cost between the second best algo-
rithm and the manual process, and (b) the difference in misclassification cost between
my algorithm and the manual process. I compute the average improvement in the differ-
ence when my algorithm is used instead of the second best. This average is computed
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Figure 7.3: Results for using total misclassification cost as the evaluation measure.
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using interpolated misclassification costs for different acquisition costs, for acquisition
costs at or above 1000 in intervals of 100. For the SL-GENOMES dataset, my algo-
rithm makes an average improvement of 57.1% over the best cost algorithm, which is
the second best. For the SL-DBLP dataset, the least cost algorithm is the second best
when the total acquisition cost is slightly less than 20,000. When the total acquisition
cost is higher, the best benefit, best ratio, and best type algorithms are very tightly clus-
tered together, and can be considered to be the second best algorithm. On average,
my algorithm improves over the second best algorithm by 18.9%. For the AUTHOR-
DBLP dataset, my algorithm makes an average improvement of 52.2% over the best
type algorithm, which is the second best. Importantly, my algorithm consistently holds
as the best algorithm over the entire range of acquisition costs plotted in the charts for
SL-DBLP and AUTHOR-DBLP, both of which are larger datasets compared to SL-
GENOMES. For SL-GENOMES, my algorithm is the best algorithm when the total
acquisition cost is less than 48,200, and then closely follows the best cost algorithm
when the total acquisition cost is greater than 51,200. The significant aspect of the
result for SL-GENOMES is that my algorithm outperforms all the baselines when the
total acquisition cost is less, a very desirable outcome.
As can be seen in the charts of these three datasets, as well as the above narrative,
the baselines perform very differently. For example, the best benefit algorithm is one of
the second best algorithms in SL-DBLP, but is the worst performing algorithm in SL-
GENOMES and is one the worst in AUTHOR-DBLP. On the other hand, the best cost
algorithm is the second best in SL-GENOMES as well as the beginning of SL-DBLP,
but performs very poorly in AUTHOR-DBLP. These results are strong indicators that
the three datasets have very different characteristics. The results show that my algorithm
significantly outperforms all the baseline algorithms in all three datasets, which are of
very different characteristics.
I now examine the search engine queries (i.e., acquisition of search(·) vertices)
issued by my algorithm. For this, I consider the test instances that are correctly clas-
sified when my acquisition algorithm is used, and compare it with acquiring all the
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attribute values of these instances. For the SL-GENOMES dataset, less than 13% of
the search(·) vertices were acquired. For the SL-DBLP dataset, less than 1% of the
search(·) vertices were acquired. For the AUTHOR-DBLP dataset, less than 15% of
the search(·) vertices were acquired. In all three datasets, a large proportion of the
search engine queries were saved. Note that each search(a) or search(b) vertex ser-
vices a large number of test instances, whereas each search(a ∧ b) vertex services
only a single test instance. As most of the instances do not require the information in
search(a ∧ b) to be classified correctly, my algorithm mostly made search engine calls
of the form search(a) or search(b), resulting in significantly less queries being made.
This is important not only for saving time, but also allows more work to be done with
the search engine in the face of daily quotas or rate limiting.
Next, I perform experiments using the average F1 measure of the match class and
the mismatch class as the evaluation measure. Here, the objective function used is
obj(cost(V ′), benefit(V ′)) = benefit(V
′)
cost(V ′) . The benefit function used is a simple variant
of that defined in Section 7.3 – instead of calculating the expected increase in F1 mea-
sure over one class, I calculate the expected increase in F1 measure averaged over both
classes.
The results are shown in Figure 7.4. It is desirable for an algorithm to obtain a
higher value for F1 measure using less acquisition cost. From these charts, it can be
seen that my algorithm significantly outperforms all the baseline algorithms I evaluated
against. In each of the three datasets, both the one-tail Wilcoxon signed-rank test and
the one-tail sign test indicates a significant difference between my algorithm and the
second best algorithm at the p < 0.0001 level. My algorithm is able to obtain higher F1
values as resource acquisitions are made.
Again, I consider how much my algorithm improves on the difference in average
F1 measure with the manual process, compared to the second best algorithm. For the
SL-GENOMES dataset, the improvement is a whopping 89.8% over the least cost algo-
rithm, which is the second best. For the SL-DBLP dataset, the improvement is 28.7%
over the best type algorithm. For the AUTHOR-DBLP dataset, the improvement is
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Figure 7.4: Results for using average F1 measure as the evaluation measure.
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31.1% over the random acquisition algorithm. Just like the previous set of experiments
when the evaluation measure is the total misclassification cost, my algorithm consis-
tently achieves an average F1 measure that is at least as good as the baselines, for the
whole range of total misclassification costs.
Similar to the case when total misclassification cost is used, the baseline algorithms
exhibit very different behaviour across different datasets when the evaluation measure
is the average F1 measure of the match and mismatch classes. Again, the best cost
algorithm is the second best algorithm in SL-GENOMES and is among the worst per-
forming in AUTHOR-DBLP. However, there are also differences in the performances
of individual baselines in a given dataset when the evaluation measure is changed. The
most prominent difference shows up in AUTHOR-DBLP, where the second best algo-
rithm is best type when total misclassification cost is used, but is changed to random
acquisition when average F1 measure is used. Also, the algorithms whose performance
are almost indistinguishable in SL-DBLP when total misclassification cost is used be-
comes not so tightly clustered together when average F1 measure is used. Despite
the differences in characteristics caused by the application of different evaluation mea-
sures, my algorithm still outperforms the baselines consistently and significantly across
all three datasets. This shows that my algorithm can be applied in a large variety of
different problem scenarios.
I now examine the search engine queries issued by my algorithm for the correctly
classified instances as before. For the SL-GENOMES dataset, less than 12% of the
search(·) vertices were acquired. For the SL-DBLP dataset, less than 1% of the search(·)
vertices were acquired. For the AUTHOR-DBLP dataset, less than 23% of the search(·)
vertices were acquired. Just like the case when total misclassification cost is used, my
algorithm favours the acquisition of the search(a) and the search(b) vertices, over the
search(a ∧ b) vertices acquired by making conjunctive queries. Again, this results in
significantly less queries being made compared to acquiring all the search(·) vertices
in the correctly classified instances.
From these results, I conclude that my algorithm is able to optimize on two differ-
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ent kinds of evaluation measures, namely total misclassification cost and average F1
measure, and outperform all the baseline algorithms in all three datasets.
7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, I proposed two benefit functions that can be used in conjunction with my
hierarchical cost-sensitive resource acquisition framework. These two benefit functions
are catered for different evaluation measures: total cost of misclassification costs and
average F1 measure of the test instances. My evaluation on three datasets of very differ-
ent characteristics, as well as using two different evaluation measures, shows that my
acquisition algorithm significantly outperforms a number of baseline algorithms. The
evaluation results highlights the versatility of both my resource acquisition framework
as well as my resource acquisition algorithm.
One limitation of this work is that evaluation is performed only on the support vector
machine classifier. It would be desirable to validate my proposed cost-sensitive acquisi-
tion algorithm, together with the benefit functions, on other classifiers such as decision
trees and Naı¨ve Bayes. Such validation is left for future work.
In addition, the benefit functions proposed in this chapter are mainly geared to-
wards matching of record pairs. On the other hand, record matching is sometimes part
of a larger task, such as clustering (in the traditional sense, where records are divided
into different groups). I believe it is also possible to come out with good benefit func-
tions that cater to the overall larger task. For example, for the bottom-up hierarchical
agglomerative clustering algorithm as used in Section 3.2, a benefit function might in-
volve estimating the expected change in cluster-to-cluster similarity values for acquiring
resources, and hence determine whether resource acquisition is likely to alter the final
clustering of the input records. Regardless of the solution, the benefit function must be
efficient since it will be called a large number of times.
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Record matching datasets often contain insufficient or ambiguous information that make
the matching task difficult. As such, acquiring additional information from external
resources can improve record matching solutions. In this thesis, I examined Web-
based resources; in particular, results from search engine queries and web page down-
loads. However, web page downloads are slow, and search engines typically throttle
the amount of queries one can make in a day. As such, making a conjunctive query for
each pair of records in the dataset can be prohibitively expensive even for a mid-sized
dataset.
Before summarizing the work presented in this thesis, it is worth restating the two
major goals of this thesis:
• To establish that acquisition of Web-based resources can benefit the task perfor-
mance of record matching tasks, and
• To propose an algorithm for selective acquisition of web based resources for
record matching tasks. It should balance acquisition costs and acquisition bene-
fits, while taking acquisition dependencies between resources into account.
In the remainder, I first recap the contributions of this thesis. Next, I discuss the




In this thesis, I have made several contributions towards these two goals. The major
contributions are the usage of web resources for record matching, followed by a frame-
work for hierarchical cost-sensitive web resource acquisition, with the latter being the
main contribution.
8.2.1 Using Web Resources for Record Matching
I demonstrated that Web based resources can be useful for performing record matching
tasks for in three different problems: author name disambiguation, linkage of short
forms to long forms, and web people search.
For author name disambiguation, I proposed an algorithm that queries the titles
of the citations on a search engine, weighing the returned URLs by their inverse host
frequencies, and then applying single-link hierarchical agglomerative clustering to dis-
ambiguate the different authors sharing the same name. Using cosine similarity on
inverse host frequency vectors is simple yet effective for solving this mixed citation
problem. Additionally, I also considered a similarity measure using coauthor linkage
on a coauthorship graph. This method is complementary to the inverse host frequency
method, and can be combined together to form a clustering algorithm with even better
disambiguation accuracy.
For linkage of short forms to long forms, I proposed exploiting the external knowl-
edge from the Web to obtain the required contextual information that is typically miss-
ing from such data. In the process, I unify similar threads of research (as applied to
other tasks) by viewing the task as two related facets: a) query composition, and b)
search engine evidence analysis. In my investigation of the linkage of short forms to
long forms, I proposed a simple yet effective count-based method that utilizes the snip-
pets of the returned search engine results. My method experimentally outperforms a
number of other methods consistently across three datasets of different domains.
For web people search, I presented a brief summary of our PSNUS system that par-
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ticipated in the Web People Search Task in SemEval 2007. Our system simply clustered
the input web pages using TF-IDF cosine similarity of the named entity tokens, and our
system is placed in third position out of sixteen participating systems. Therefore, our
conclusion is that named entities can be an important source of information for the Web
People Search Task.
8.2.2 A Framework for Adaptively Combining Two Methods for
Record Matching
In this work, I continued my investigation of the problem of linking short forms to long
forms. First, I proposed a query probing method that makes use of the observation that
many long forms in the datasets share common n-grams, or subsequences of tokens.
Therefore, querying a common n-gram often yield sufficient information for multiple
linkages.
A key aspect of this work is an adaptive combination framework for combining two
methods, such that the combined method has the better aspect of each method. In the
context of linking short forms to long forms, I combined the count-based method with
the query probing method. The resultant method significantly reduced the number of
search engine queries required while maintaining linkage performance.
8.2.3 Cost-sensitive Attribute Value Acquisition for Support Vector
Machines
In this work, I consider supervised classification of test instances which contain missing
attribute values which may individually be acquired at some cost. Therefore, the aim is
to achieve a balance between acquisition costs and misclassification costs. While cost-
sensitive selective acquisition of attribute values have been applied on other classifiers,
I have not seen a realization of this framework for the support vector machine classifier




Within this framework, I proposed an algorithm that uses the weight vector of a
trained support vector machine to compute, for a test instance and after taking into
account its missing attribute values, (a) the certainty of its classification, and (b) its
expected misclassification cost. Both quantities can be computed before and after ac-
quiring a subset of its missing attribute values. There are two key contributions in my
proposed algorithm. Firstly, my algorithm can be applied to arbitrary subsets of missing
attribute values, which is unlike some of the other acquisition algorithms which dictate
the order in which dictate the order of acquisition. Secondly, my algorithm is general-
izable to arbitrary kernels; it is not limited to just the linear kernel. Armed with a way
to compute the expected decrease in misclassification cost for attribute value acquisi-
tions, it is easy to come out with a simple cost-sensitive acquisition algorithm with an
appropriate termination condition.
I would like to emphasize the key contribution of the computation of the expected
decrease in misclassification cost for arbitrary subsets of missing attribute values. This
is the key feature that enables the definition of a benefit function for my subsequent
work on hierarchical Web resource acquisition.
8.2.4 A Framework for Hierarchical Cost-sensitive Web Resource
Acquisition
In this work, I presented a general framework for performing cost-sensitive resource
acquisition problems with hierarchical dependences. This problem framework takes in
as input a resource dependency graph, an acquisition cost function (for determining the
cost of making particular resource acquisitions), and a benefit function (for determining
the benefit value of making particular resource acquisitions), and selects resources to
acquire to maximize the benefit of acquisitions while minimizing the acquisition costs.
This framework abstracts away from any specific problem instance, and can be applied
to many problems involving selective resource acquisitions. This framework may be
seen as a generalization of the adaptive combination framework.
The resource acquisition framework can be applied to record matching problems.
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However, I identified some unique characteristics of resource dependency graphs for
record matching problems that make the cost-sensitive selective acquisition of resources
a challenging task. To overcome these problems, I applied a widely-studied metaheuris-
tic search algorithm known as Tabu search. This search algorithm avoids revisiting the
same states, allowing a better exploration of the state space. Next, I defined a set of
legal moves that are more intelligent. These moves allow the search algorithm to reach
a state that includes the leaf vertices faster. Finally, I also introduced a surrogate ben-
efit function that propagates the benefit values from the leaf vertices upwards to the
root vertices. This guides the search algorithm towards vertices with the highest benefit
values.
8.2.5 Benefit Functions for Record Matching
While an acquisition cost function can be easily obtained or engineered, designing an
appropriate benefit function can be a challenge. To complete a resource acquisition
algorithm for record matching problems in my framework, this component is crucial.
In this setting, I proposed breaking down the problem of finding the benefit of acquiring
vertices into the related problem of finding the benefit of acquiring missing attribute
values in classification problems. Here, I proposed two benefit functions.
The first benefit function is a straightforward adaptation of work on cost-sensitive
acquisition of attribute values in support vector machines. The benefit function for
acquiring missing attribute values in test instances is then the difference between the
expected decrease in misclassification cost for its acquisition and its acquisition cost.
Therefore, this benefit function is suited when the evaluation measure employed is the
total misclassification cost of the test instances.
The second benefit function is targeted towards more general evaluation measures.
While I focused on the pairwise F1 measure of the match class, other evaluation mea-
sures such as B-cubed could be substituted instead. Here, I made use of the change in
classification confidence for making attribute value acquisitions, and used it to estimate




While this thesis made advances to cost-sensitive selective acquisition of Web-based
resources for record matching problems, I readily acknowledge that the work is not
without its limitations. Owing to the fairly broad scope of this thesis, some of the
aspects have not been fully investigated. For example, it would be beneficial to inves-
tigate in more kinds of Web based resources, as well as datasets of a greater variety of
domains.
Datasets. To ensure repeatability of the experiments involving search engine results
and web page downloads, I elected to pre-download all Web-based resources that are
considered and save them. This also has the advantage of running experiments that
simulates the Web resource acquisitions without actually spending time downloading
them, and also allow me to have all the search engine results before Google terminated
its SOAP Search API. However, while a number of record matching datasets are readily
available, they do not come with search engine results. Therefore, I had to acquire
these Web-based resources, which takes more than a week for the smaller datasets, and
more than a month for the larger datasets. This time lag placed a severe limitation on
the number of datasets I am able to work with, even though I acknowledge that having
more datasets from varying domains would benefit my thesis work. Note that this time
lag refers to the acquisition of resources, and not the overhead in training and running
my proposed algorithm, which is quite fast.
Estimation of misclassification costs. Perhaps a biggest obstacle to applying my
resource acquisition framework is in estimating expected benefit in an efficient manner
when the evaluation measure involved is not a simple linear combination of the number
of classifications and misclassifications. While accuracy is widely known not be a good
evaluation measure for unbalanced datasets, varying misclassification costs have also
been criticized for being hard to interpret. This prompted me to perform work when the
evaluation measure is pairwise F1. However as it is not a simple linear combination,
I found that a fairly substantial amount of engineering work is needed to allow it to
be computed as efficiently as possible, without having to make a pass through every
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single instance each time it needs to be computed. With more sophisticated evaluation
measures, such as B-cubed, I anticipate that the amount of engineering work required
to estimate it would be formidable.
Statistics from downloaded corpora. Some Web-based techniques download a
collection of documents from the Web, either through query probing or otherwise, and
treat it as a corpus where statistics are gathered, and then these statistics are then used to
solve the task in hand. However, the resource acquisition framework in its current form
does not make it easy to estimate the amount of error that would be incurred if only
a subset of the collection is downloaded rather than the full collection. This prevents
the resource acquisition framework from being applied to such kinds of Web-based
resources.
8.4 Future Work
My thesis can benefit from additional work that addresses its limitations. Here, I outline
more possible directions for future work.
More complex acquisition cost models. In my proposed resource acquisition
framework, I assumed that the cost of acquiring different web resources are indepen-
dent of each other. However, some search engines support the bundling of multiple
queries into a single web request, such as the Yahoo! Query Language from Yahoo!.
As such, the acquisition cost of running a number of queries individually one after an-
other can be quite different from that of running them as a single bundle. Therefore, an
interesting direction for future work is to generalize my resource acquisition framework
to such more complex acquisition cost models. While there is some preliminary work
that takes such more complex cost models in collecting search engine data into account,
such as [Nuray-Turan, 2011] and [Kothari, 2011], the work is done in a different context
and does not directly apply in this thesis.
Parallel or distributed algorithms for resource acquisition. Throughout this the-
sis, I have considered only sequential algorithms that runs on a single machine. It is
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noted that the time spent on downloading web pages is dominated by network I/O costs
rather than CPU computational costs. As such, it would be beneficial to consider par-
allel or distributed algorithms that may be run on multiple machines. However, search
engines are known to impose daily quotas based on IP addresses or application keys
issued by search engine providers, making parallelism of limited usefulness for search
engine resources. Nevertheless, parallel or distributed algorithms can be useful as we
consider the conjunction of different kinds of Web-based resources, such as download-
ing web pages while waiting for the results of a search engine query, or when we con-
sider even more kinds of Web-based resources. Still, there is a limit on the amount of
network transfer the internet connection allows at any point of time.
Relating the work to existing work on set coverage and multi-objective op-
timization. Another direction for future work is to relate my algorithms to existing
work on set coverage and multi-objective optimization [Papadimitriou and Yannakakis,
2001], such as the approach used in [Hore et al., 2004]. This can allow me to establish
some theoretical properties of my algorithms.
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